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ABSTRACT
Many biotic and abiotic factors contribute to the formation of 
aggregations of seedlings and juveniles in populations of forest trees. The 
following studies investigate factors influencing the spatial structure of 
juveniles in an old-growth longleaf pine {Pinus palustris Mill.) population.
In the first study, effects of adult tree density, pine needle litter and fire 
temperature were related to the demography of juveniles. A cohort of 
juveniles from a mast year in 1987 was followed over four years. 
Demographic components were determined both before and up to two years 
after fire. Juveniles were more dense, larger and had higher survival in areas 
of low adult density where needle litter and fire temperatures were lower.
Effects of adult trees on juvenile size and survival prior to fire was 
considered in the second study. The impact of nearby adult neighbors was 
estimated as the cumulative size and number of all neighboring trees within 
concentric zones located from juvenile plots. The results demonstrated that 
larger sized adults had greater effects on juvenile size and survival.
The third study investigated the importance of seed dispersal patterns 
on the spatial structure of longleaf pine. This was the first study of its kind to 
use multilocus allozyme markers to differentiate overlapping seed shadows 
within a natural forest stand. Maternal parents of seeds were determined 
using maternity exclusion analysis. A dispersal range for longleaf pine was 
described. In addition, potential dispersal distances were estimated from 
differences in seed morphology, terminal velocities, and rate of descent.
Evidence from both the allozyme and morphological data indicate that 
longleaf pine seeds have the potential to disperse long distances from 
maternal parents. The dispersal range predicted exceeds previous reports of 
dispersal for longleaf pine. This may be attributed to differences in physical 
structure of the old-growth stand utilized in this study compared to second 
growth stands used in previous studies. The potential for long distance 
dispersal in longleaf pine can result in propagules being widely dispersed 
within local populations. This, in turn, could have a strong impact on the 
spatial and genetic structure of longleaf pine stands.
OVERALL INTRODUCTION
Studies of spatial dispersion patterns have demonstrated that plant 
populations are characterized by "aggregations" or uneven distributions of 
individuals (Cooper 1913, Watt 1940, 1947, Clark and Evans 1954, Harper 
1977, Bonnicksen and Stone 1982, Crawley 1986). Aggregations have been 
described for a number of coniferous (Cooper 1913, 1960, 1961, Heinselman 
1973, Payandeh 1974, Knowles 1980, Linhart et al. 1981, Bonnicksen and 
Stone 1982, Platt et al. 1988) and hardwood forests (Watt 1947, Maissurow 
1941, Stearns 1949, Bray 1956, Williamson 1975, Christensen 1977, 
Boormann and Likens 1979). These studies have shown that such 
aggregations tend to be most evident in early life stages, decreasing in later 
stages, suggesting a demographic component to spatial structure (Platt et al. 
1988, Powell 1990).
Many biotic and abiotic factors contribute to the formation of 
aggregations of seedlings and juveniles in forest populations. For example, 
seed dispersal may be spatially aggregated, resulting in clumped distributions 
of seedlings (Rabinowitz and Rapp 1980). A mosaic of small scale 
disturbances can produce clumped distributions of juveniles (e.g. badger 
mounds, Platt 1976; tree falls, Boorman and Likens 1979; light gaps, 
Williamson 1975). Large scale disturbances (e.g. fire, flood, wind storms) can 
open up patches of suitable sites for germination and establishment (Watt 
1947, Cooper 1960, 1961, Harper 1961, 1977, Heinselman 1973, Rowe and 
Scotter 1973, White 1979, Runkle 1985). Local competition effects of
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established neighboring plants ("interference" sensu Harper 1961), can also 
lead to aggregations of seedlings in areas where neighbor effects are 
minimized.
The formation of established individuals in areas away from adults has 
been described for many plant populations. Janzen (1970) and Connell 
(1971) have suggested that individuals establish away from parent plants to 
escape disproportionately high mortality near parents. Density-dependent 
mortality of seeds and seedlings near the parent may be due to insect or 
rodent predation (Cottam 1954, Janzen 1970, Connell 1971), pathogen attack 
(Augspurger 1981), seedling competition (Connell 1971, Harper 1977), or 
seed predation (Janzen 1970). Janzen and Connell suggested that the ability 
to disperse seeds to distances beyond the area of high mortality beneath 
adults will greatly increase the probability of establishment. They predicted 
that greater overall juvenile survival occurs at greater distances from parent 
plants. This hypothesis has been termed the "escape hypothesis" denoting 
the ability of seeds to "escape" mortality near parents through dispersal 
(Howe and Smallwood 1982, Clark and Clark 1984).
One dominant tree species in the southeastern U. S. that exhibits 
aggregations of individuals in juvenile stages is longleaf pine (Pinus palustris 
Mill.). Platt et al. (1988) have shown that young juveniles (post-grass stage 
and greater than 2 cm in diameter) form discrete clumps scattered among 
more randomly distributed older trees in an old-growth stand. Local 
neighborhoods have a pronounced effect on the distribution of these
juveniles (Platt et al. 1988); clumps of young trees occur in locations more 
distant from large longleaf pines than expected by chance. Platt et al. (1988) 
and Platt and Rathbun (1994) suggest that fire is the primary mechanism 
producing the observed spatial distribution patterns. Nevertheless, other 
factors may also influence juvenile distribution, especially prior to fire.
The following studies investigate factors that influence the spatial 
structure observed in juvenile longleaf pines. In the first study (chapter 1), the 
effects of adult tree density and pine needle litter accumulations are related to 
the density, size and survival of juvenile longleaf pines before fire. In addition 
to these factors, the density, size and survival of juveniles after fire is 
investigated as a function of fire temperature. The objective of this study was 
to determine the effects of differences in adult tree density on the 
demography of pre-grass stage longleaf pine juveniles in an old-growth 
stand. Results of these studies were used to examine the importance of 
differences in densities of adult trees and the interactions between tree 
density and fire characteristics on the demography of cohorts entering the 
populations. These results also suggest how interactions between adult tree 
densities and fire characteristics influence the spatial structure of old-growth 
longleaf pine stands.
The second study (chapter 2) provides a more detailed investigation of 
the strength of adult neighbor effects on the size and survival of juvenile 
longleaf pines before fire. In this study, I measured the impact of nearby adult 
neighbors (within 30 meters) as the cumulative size and number of all
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neighboring trees within concentric zones defined by the distances trees 
were located from plots containing juveniles. In addition, I was able to 
determine which size-class of trees (small, mid or large) had a greater impact 
on the size and survival of juveniles. The results of this study demonstrated 
that larger sized adults had the greatest effect on juvenile size and survival. In 
addition, these results showed that the spatial structure of juveniles can be 
strongly affected by the surrounding adult trees, even in the absence of fire.
The third study (chapter 3), investigates the dispersal ability of longleaf 
pine seeds in an old-growth population. Here I used maternity analysis to 
determine the possible maternal parent for each longleaf pine seed collected 
and then calculated dispersal distances based on the location of the seed 
and the location of the possible maternal parent. Where many possible 
maternal parents were observed, several criteria were applied to determine a 
single possible maternal parent. The criteria included the nearest possible 
parent, the genetically most likely parent, and the most fecund parent. Once 
single possible maternal parents were determined for seeds, dispersal 
distances were calculated and dispersal curves generated. In addition to 
maternity analysis, potential dispersal distances based on seed morphology, 
area, weight and terminal velocity were calculated. The results of this study 
demonstrated the long distance dispersal potential and its potential effect on 
the spatial structure of longleaf pine.
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CHAPTER 1
EFFECTS OF ADULT TREE DENSITY AND FIRE 
ON THE DEMOGRAPHY OF PRE-GRASS STAGE JUVENILE 
LONGLEAF PINE {PINUS PALUSTRIS MILL).
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INTRODUCTION
Plant density has been repeatedly demonstrated to influence recruitment 
in plant populations (see review in Harper 1977). In forests, juvenile trees 
directly compete with surrounding adults for light, nutrients and other 
resources (Curtis 1959, Spurr and Barnes 1980, Oliver and Larson 1990).
High adult densities also can indirectly suppress juvenile growth. For 
example, increased shading and litter from greater adult densities can lead to 
an increase in pathogens, negatively impacting juvenile growth (Augspurger 
1983, 1984; Augspurger and Kelly 1984; Oliver and Larson 1990).
In systems that are subject to frequent fires, differences in plant 
densities may influence recruitment via effects on fuel loads. In longleaf pine 
savannas of the southeastern coastal plain of the United States, the dominant 
tree, longleaf pine (Pinus palustris Mill.), strongly influences the fire regime 
(Wahlenberg 1946; Williamson and Black 1981; Platt etal. 1988b, 1991; 
Rebertus etal. 1989; Landers 1991). Annual shedding of large quantities of 
pyrogenic needles has been hypothesized to create a consistent fuel layer, 
thus facilitating frequent low intensity fires that kill hardwoods and other pine 
species, enhancing the dominance of longleaf pine in this ecosystem 
(Mattoon 1922; Heyward 1939; Wahlenberg 1946; Bruce and Bickford 1950; 
Grelen 1975; Boyer 1979; Williamson and Black 1981; Platt etal. 1988a, 
1988b, 1991; Rebertus etal. 1989).
The dominance of longleaf pine is also partially due to the successful 
establishment of fire-resistant juveniles. Within the first year, primary needles
10
are replaced by fire-resistant secondary needles that surround and protect 
the apical bud from fire (Mattoon 1922; Pessin 1934, 1938, 1939, 1944;
Pessin and Chapman 1944; Wahlenberg 1946; Bruce 1951a; Boyer 1974a; 
Landers 1991). In addition, juveniles maintain a low growth habit (termed the 
"grass stage") for the first 5 to 15 years; during this time most plant resources 
are allocated to production of secondary needles, thicker stems, and an 
extensive root system (Mattoon 1922; Pessin 1934, 1938, 1944; Wahlenberg 
1946; Bruce 1951a, 1951b; Grelen 1978).
In addition to the fire-adapted characteristics of juveniles, location may 
also contribute to successful establishment. Platt etal. (1988b) and Platt and 
Rathbun (1994) found that post-grass stage recruits were highly aggregated 
into discrete clumps widely scattered in open areas throughout an old-growth 
longleaf pine savanna. Further, they found that recruitment of new individuals 
was minimal in areas of high adult densities. In other studies, stand densities 
have been shown to affect juvenile growth, both in the grass stage and older 
trees (Pessin 1938, 1939; Heyward 1939; Smith 1955; Boyer 1963, 1974a).
The objective of this study was to determine the effects of differences in 
adult tree density on the demography of pre-grass stage longleaf pine 
juveniles in an old-growth stand. Survival, size and density were measured 
over four years for cohorts of juveniles present in areas of the old-growth 
stand that contained low and high adult tree densities. A prescribed growing 
season fire occurred during the second year. I measured needle litter 
accumulation one month before the fire as well as fire temperatures. Results
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of these studies were used to examine the importance of differences in adult 
tree densities and the interactions between tree density and fire 
characteristics on the demography of cohorts entering the population.
Results of this study were also used to suggest how interactions between 
adult tree densities and fire characteristics influence the spatial structure of 
old-growth longleaf pine stands.
METHODS 
THE FIELD STUDY 
Study site and experimental plots. - This study was conducted on the 
Wade Tract, a 60 hectare (ha) old-growth longleaf pine savanna preserve 
located in southern Thomas County, Georgia and managed by Tall Timbers 
Research Station. The Wade Tract is located in Miocene-age ultisols in the 
divide between Ward and Pine Creeks in the headwaters of the St. Mark’s 
River drainage system. Details of previous salvage timber removal and fire 
regimes have been described by Platt etal. (1988b). In 1979, all trees >.1.5 
m tall were permanently tagged and mapped in a 39.4 hectare (ha) plot 
located within the Wade Tract. Survival, growth and recruitment of all tagged 
trees have been measured periodically from 1979-1993 (Platt etal. 1988b; 
Platt and Rathbun 1994).
A mast year occurred over much of the range of longleaf pine in 1987 
(W. J. Platt, pers. obs.). On the Wade Tract, most trees >. 30 cm diameter at 
breast height (hereafter dbh) produced cones, and trees >. 60 cm dbh 
commonly produced > 1 0 0  cones (W. J. Platt and J. L. Hamrick,
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unpublished data). Prior to seed release during fall 1987, I randomly selected 
two cone-producing trees >. 30 cm dbh located within each of four one-ha 
plots nested in the larger 39.4 ha plot and used for study of the population 
genetics of longleaf pine on the Wade Tract (Hamrick eta l. 1994).
To determine densities of large conspecifics in the vicinity of these eight 
trees, the number of trees >. 20 cm dbh located within a 75 m radius of each 
tree was calculated. The overall number of trees > 20 cm dbh within 75 m 
ranged from 72 trees around tree #4655 to 158 trees around tree #3433. 
Three trees had fewer than 85 trees (mean=80) within 75 m, while five trees 
had more than 114 trees (mean = 128) within 75 m (Fig. 1.1a). The former 
were designated low density trees, and the latter high density trees.
A total of 336 study plots (hereafter juvenile plots) were established in 
May, 1988. Seven juvenile plots were established along each of six equally 
spaced radii extending out from the base of each of the 8 cone producing 
trees. Along each radius, juvenile plots were located 1,6 , 12, 18, 24, 30 and 
36 m from the base of the trunk (Fig. 1.2). Juvenile plots were 1 X 2m at 
distances of one meter from the tree and were 2 X 2m at all other distances. 
All plots were mapped relative to trees in the stand using triangulation 
techniques (see Platt et al. 1988).
The 1987 cohort of juveniles. - All juveniles tagged were from the 1987 
cohort. The last mast year prior to 1987 occurred 9 years earlier in 1978 (W.
J. Platt, pers. obs.), and no seedlings were recorded in marked plots in the
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Fig. 1.1. Comparison of (a) the number of adult neighbors, (b) juvenile basal 
diameter, (c) needle density and (d) fire temperatures of juvenile study plots 
around 8 selected adults (3087, 4655, 10892, 3335, 3433, 5444, 5885, 10724) 
grouped by adult tree density (LOW, HIGH).
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Fig. 1.2. Diagram of the experimental design used in this study. This figure 
depicts one of 8 selected trees with 6 transects radiating from the tree and 
juvenile study plots (closed circles) placed along the transects. Adult trees in 
this figure are shown by open circles with the diameter of each circle 
representing the diameter at breast height (dbh) of trees. Area enclosed is 1 
hectare.
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two years prior to 1987. Germination occurred within a few weeks of seedfall 
and there was no seed bank in the soil (Fowells 1965; W. J. Platt and J. L. 
Hamrick, unpublished data). Thus, all seedlings were about 6 months old in 
May 1988, at the onset of this study.
All seedlings within each juvenile plot were mapped and tagged using 
pre-numbered aluminum tags on aluminum wire stakes placed in the ground 
6-10 cm from each seedling. Maps were used to locate tags relative to 
seedlings, especially in areas of juvenile plots that contained large numbers.
A total of 2957 seedlings were marked and tagged.
During the first year of growth (1988), cotyledons of seedlings were 
replaced by primary needles. Once secondary needles (needles having true 
fascicles) began to emerge, toward the end of the first year, seedlings were 
classified as juveniles. In May 1989, one year after initial tagging, juveniles 
were censused. Individuals containing green tissue were scored as alive. 
Correlation analysis of 5 easily measured characteristics from 109 longleaf 
pine juveniles indicated that basal diameter provided the best non-destructive 
m easure of above ground biomass (correlation coefficient = 0.78; p<0.05).
The 1989 prescribed burn. - Relative fuel loads in plots were examined using 
relative densities of pine needles. One week prior to a prescribed burn on 
May 22, 1989, I counted the number of needles touching a 30 cm ruler 
randomly placed four times in each of the one-m2 subplots comprising 
juvenile plots (16 total counts per plot in the 4-m2 plots, 8 total counts in the
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2-m2 plots). Needle counts were averaged to obtain mean relative needle 
density per m2.
Estimates of maximum fire temperature in plots were obtained using 
Tempil tablets designed to melt at different temperatures (procedures 
followed that of Platt etal. 1991). I used a series of seven tablets that melt at 
temperatures ranging from 52°C to 343°C, in increments of approximately 
50°C. Each temperature tablet was wrapped in a separate piece of heavy 
duty aluminum foil, and all seven tablets were strung on an aluminum wire.
On the day of the burn, one wire containing a set of tablets was placed in 
each plot so that the tablets hung about 2 cm above the soil surface (about 
the height of terminal buds of juveniles). All tablets were collected immediately 
after the fire. Each tablet was examined; if any portion of a tablet had melted 
that tablet was scored as melted. Melting points (adjusted for being wrapped 
inside aluminum foil) were determined from the regression equation in Platt et 
at. (1991).
The prescribed fire was primarily a low intensity head and flanking fire. 
The fire moved through plots at 2-4 m/min. Flame height averaged 
approximately 1-2 m, with no flame heights >3 m. Immediately following the 
fire, percent cover of each juvenile plot that burned was recorded. Two days 
following the fire approximately 4 cm of rain fell on the study site.
Juveniles were recensused three times over a two year period following 
the fire. In each of these censuses, conducted 1 (June 1989), 12 (June
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1990), and 22 (March 1991) months after the fire, juveniles were scored as 
alive if green tissue was present.
DATA ANALYSIS
Size, density and survival of juveniles were analyzed with respect to 
adult tree density, needle density and fire temperature. Analyses were divided 
into two main sections, before fire (May 1988-May 1989) and after fire (June 
1989-March 1991).
Prior to statistical analysis, tests were performed for normality and 
homogeneity of variances. In cases where these assumptions were violated, 
appropriate alternate analyses were conducted. Analysis of Variance 
(ANOVA) was used to determine the effects of adult tree density on the 
various measurements taken. In most analyses, there were three levels of 
variance: among plots, among trees within adult densities, and among adult 
densities. In all ANOVAs, variance among trees was used as the error term to 
provide a conservative test of adult density effects. All statistical procedures 
were performed using Statistical Analysis Systems Software (SAS 1985).
One-way repeated measures ANOVA was used to describe juvenile 
distribution patterns in areas of low and high adult tree densities before and 
after fire. Variances in juvenile density were non-homogeneous (see Results); 
therefore, data were ranked and analyses performed on ranked data 
(Conover and Iman 1981). One-way repeated m easures ANOVA was also 
used to examine differences in juvenile survival among adult densities before
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and after fire. In addition, One-way ANOVAs were used to test differences in 
juvenile size and needle density among adult tree densities.
Path analysis procedures as described by Mitchell (1993) and Wooton 
(1994) were used to quantify the relationships among dependent and 
independent variables before and after fire. Path analysis was used in this 
study over multiple regression techniques because it evaluates complicated 
causal relationships with more than one dependent variable and estimates 
the effects of dependent variables on one another (Mitchell 1993). Path 
analysis was also used to assess the magnitude of causal components 
(direct and indirect effects) and noncausal components (spurious and 
unanalyzed contributions) of the total correlation between independent and 
dependent variables.
Assumptions of normality were tested using the PROC REG and PROC 
UNIVARIATE procedures as described by Mitchell (1993). Three alternate 
hypotheses of the relationships among variables were constructed using path 
models. Coefficients of paths were estimated using standardized partial 
regression coefficients following the PROC CALIS procedures of SAS (SAS 
1985). Predicted and observed correlations among variables were plotted and 
a linear regression analysis was used to test predicted and observed 
correlations. I used the PROC CALIS procedure of SAS, to perform x2 tests 
for overall goodness of fit for each path model. A significant x2 indicates a 
poor fit of model to data whereas a non-significant x2 indicates no significant
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deviations between predicted and observed correlation matrices (i.e. good 
model fit) (Mitchell 1993).
RESULTS 
BEFORE FIRE 
Initial Conditions - May 1988 
Seedling density. - Seedling density varied among areas of low and high adult 
tree density and among trees within each density. At the time plots were 
established, mean seedling densities among plots ranged from 1.7 to 4.0 
plants per m2, with densities in individual juvenile plots ranging from 0.5 to 
10.5 plants per m2. Total numbers of seedlings per tree ranged from 338 to 
373 seedlings in areas of low adult density and from 261 to 608 seedlings in 
areas of high adult density. The initial density of seedlings greatly exceeded 
the density of adult trees, with an average of 24,200 seedlings per ha 
compared to an average of 175 trees _>2cm dbh per ha (based on data in 
Platt et al. 1988b).
The variance in seedling densities among juvenile plots within the sam e 
density was very large in May, 1988 (Fig. 1.3). Results of Bartlett’s Test of 
Homogeneity of Variances indicated that variances in seedling density among 
trees were non-homogeneous (X2=95.82, p<0.001). As a result, data for 
seedling density were ranked and a repeated m easures one-way ANOVA was 
performed on ranked data to determine if differences in seedling density 
among adult tree density and among trees within density were significantly 
different over time (Table 1.1).
Table 1.1. Repeated m easures one-way ANOVA on ranked data for 
comparisons of juvenile densities of Pinus palustris among adult tree density 
and among trees within each density over 5 census periods; May 1988 (initial 
seedling density), May 1989 (one month before fire), June 1989 (one month 
after fire), May 1990 (one year after fire), and March 1991 (two years after 
fire). Among trees within density was used as the error term to test high X 
low density.
Source of Variation df MS F p
May 1988
High X Low Density 1 1891.81
Among Trees Within Density 6 91475.18
Within Trees 324 7619.20
May 1989
High X Low Density 1 5907.33
Among Trees within Density 6 78480.94
Within Trees 324 7891.15
June 1989
High X Low Density 1 162234.86
Among Trees within Density 6 18917.69
Within Trees 324 8337.60
May 1990
High X Low Density 1 156950.49
Among Trees within Density 6 13771.97
Within Trees 324 7769.31
March 1991
High X Low Density 1 143958.40
Among Trees within Density 6 14054.98
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Fig. 1.3. Comparison of the variance in juvenile density among low and high 
adult tree density over 5 census periods. In this figure, the variance in juvenile 
density is represented by a  different symbol; dashed lines indicate low adult 
density, solid lines indicate high adult density.
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Although slightly more seedlings occurred in areas of high than areas of 
low adult tree density at the onset of the study (Fig. 1.4), differences in 
densities of seedlings at high and low adult densities were not significant in 
May, 1988 (p=0.8904; Table 1.1). Significant differences occurred in initial 
seedling densities among trees (p<0.0001; Table 1.1). The greatest number 
of seedlings occurred around tree #10724 (3.96 seedlings per m2), while the 
fewest occurred around tree #3433 (1.73 seedlings per m2).
One Month before Fire - May 1989 
Juvenile density. - Densities of juveniles did not change greatly over the initial 
year of study (Fig. 1.4). Juvenile densities remained higher in areas of high 
than low adult tree density (Fig. 1.4), but these differences were not 
significant (p=0.7930; Table 1.1). The variance in density of juveniles was 
greater after one year, increasing in plots of high adult density (Fig. 1.3). 
Significant differences in juvenile densities occurred among trees within 
densities (p< 0.0001; Table 1.1).
Juvenile survival. - Of the 2957 juveniles initially marked in May 1988, 78% 
survived to May 1989, just prior to the prescribed burn. In the first year, 
survival was slightly, but not significantly higher in areas of high vs. low adult 
tree densities (Fig. 1.5) (p=0.2023; Table 1.2). There was considerable 
variation in juvenile survival among trees. Juvenile survival ranged from 70% 
to 87%, with lowest survival around tree #3433 (highest number of
23
Table 1.2. Repeated Measures ANOVA of survival of juvenile longleaf pines 
(Pinus palustris) among adult tree density and trees within density over 4 
census periods; May 1989 (one month before fire), June 1989 (one month 
after fire), May 1990 (one year after fire), and March 1991 (two years after 
fire). Among trees within density was used as the error term to test high X 
low density. Percent survival was calculated as the number of juveniles at the 
time of census / total juveniles initially marked and arc sine transformed.
Source of variation df MS F p
May 1989
High X Low Density 1 0.875 2.05 0.2023
Among Trees within Density 6 0.427 2.66 0.0155
Within Trees 326 0.161
June 1989
High X Low Density 1 1.317 32.040.0013
Among Trees within Density 6 0.041 1.03 0.4047
Within Trees 326 0.040
May 1990
High X Low Density 1 0.818 18.050.0054
Among Trees within Density 6 0.045 1.91 0.0787
Within Trees 326 0.024
March 1991
High X Low Density 1 0.549 19.510.0045
Among Trees within Density 6 0.028 1.55 0.1606
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Fig. 1.5. Comparison of log percent juvenile survival among low and high 
adult tree densities over 5 census periods (May 1988, May 1989, June 1989, 
May 1990, March 1991). In this figure, percent survival for each adult tree 
density is represented by a different symbol; solid lines indicate low adult 
density, dashed lines indicate high adult density.
neighboring adults, see Fig. 1.1a) and highest survival around tree #4655 
(lowest number of neighboring adults, see Fig. 1.1a). Differences in juvenile 
survival among trees were significant (p=0.0155; Table 1.2).
Juvenile size. - Juvenile size varied among adult tree density and among 
trees within each density one month prior to fire. Juveniles were larger in low 
than in high adult density areas (Fig. 1.1b); these differences were significant 
(p=0.0056; Table 1.3). Mean basal diameter of juveniles among trees ranged 
from 5.5 mm to 6.8 mm, with smallest sized juveniles around tree #3433 
(high adult area) and largest juveniles around tree #4655 (low adult area). 
Differences in juvenile size among trees also were significant before fire 
(p=0.0017; Table 1.3).
Needle density. - The number of longleaf pine needles, which ranged from 
3.25 to 65.06 per m2, varied with adult tree density and among trees within 
density. Mean needle density in areas of high adult tree density was about 
1.6 times the needle density in areas of low adult density (Fig. 1.1c). These 
differences in needle density were significant (p=0.0142; Table 1.4). Mean 
needle density varied significantly among trees within areas of low and high 
adult densities (p=0.0002; Table 1.4). Among trees, mean needle density 
ranged from 9.55 to 21.33 needles, with tree #4655 (low adult density area) 
having the lowest needle density and tree #10724 (high adult density area) 
with the highest needle density.
Table 1.3. ANOVA of differences between size of longleaf pine juveniles 
among high and low adult density and among trees within density before fire 
(iMAY 1989). Among trees within density was used as the error term to test 
high X low density.
Source of Variation df MS F p
May 1989
High X Low Density 
Among Trees within Density 
Within Trees
1 44.90 17.76 0.0056
6 2.53 3.61 0.0017
324 0.70
Table 1.4. ANOVA of mean needle density between low and high adult tree 
density and among trees within density before fire (May 1989). Among trees 
within density was used as the error term to test high X low density.
Source of Variation df MS F p
May 1989
High X Low Density 1 3604.98 11.67 0.0142
Among Trees within Density 6 309.04 4.50 0.0002
Within Trees 328 68.70
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Path analysis. - Survival over the year after initial measurements (prior to fire) 
was related to both juvenile size and needle density (Fig. 1.6a). Juvenile size 
was positively related, whereas needle density was negatively related to 
juvenile survival. Direct effects of needle density were greater than direct 
effects of size on survival before fire (Table 1.5). Indirect effects of adult tree 
density were greater than indirect effects of needle density on juvenile survival 
(Table 1.5). Among all variables in this model, needle density had the 
greatest total effect on juvenile survival before fire (Table 1.5).
Adult tree density and needle density significantly affected juvenile size 
before fire (Fig. 1.6a). Both adult density and needle density were negatively 
related to juvenile size (Fig. 1.6a). Adult tree density also had an indirect 
negative effect on juvenile size (Table 1.5). Needle density had the greatest 
direct effect on juvenile size but adult density had the greatest total effect on 
size before fire (Table 1.5). In addition, a significant positive relationship 
occurred between adult density and needle density (Fig. 1.6a).
Two alternate models were compared to the initial model to explain 
possible relationships among variables. The overall fit of the initial model 
yielded a non-significant x2 of 0.7219 (d.f. = 1; p<0.3955). In the first alternate 
model, the direct effect of needle density on survival was removed. This 
model yielded a significant x2 of 26.17 (d.f. =2; p<0.0001). A second alternate 
model in which the direct effect of size on survival was removed produced a 
significant x2 of 7.57 (d.f.=2; p<0.0228). The regression of predicted and 
observed correlations among variables in the initial model is presented in
Table 1.5. Direct (DIR), indirect (IND) and total effects (TOT) on endogenous 
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Fig. 1.6. Path diagrams (left) and fits of predicted and observed correlation 
coefficients of each pair of variables (right) for the initial path models before 
(a) and after fire (b). Significant path coefficients are indicated with an "**.
Path coefficients are presented next to paths. Positive effects are indicated by 
solid lines, negative effects by dashed lines. Magnitude of path coefficients 
indicated by different line widths.
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Figure 6a. Regressions of predicted and observed correlations of the two 
alternate models (r2 =0.9306 and r2 = 0.9803 respectively) were lower than 
for the initial model tested (r2 = 0.9977).
In all models, the largest amount of unexplained variation in 
endogenous variables (needle density, juvenile size and survival) occurred in 
juvenile survival. In the initial model before fire and the first alternate where 
the effect of needle density on survival was removed, 93% of the variation in 
survival was unexplained. The alternate model in which the effect of juvenile 
size on survival before fire was removed gave the largest amount of 
unexplained variation in juvenile survival (94%).
AFTER FIRE 
June 1989-March 1991 
Maximum fire temperature. - The fire that burned across the Wade Tract in 
June 1989 was heterogeneous in intensity. In over 50% of the plots maximum 
fire temperatures exceeded the maximum temperature (342°C) m easured by 
the Tempil tablets used. For analysis of fire intensity effects, plots were 
divided into two groups; those in which fire temperatures were 52-342°C and 
those in which maximum fire temperatures were >342°C.
The percentage of plots with maximum fire temperatures >342°C varied 
among areas of low and high adult tree density and among trees within adult 
density. A greater percentage of plots with maximum fire temperatures 
> 342°C occurred in high than low adult density areas (Fig. 1.1d). Fire 
temperatures also varied among plots within trees. The percentage of plots
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with maximum fire temperatures >342°C ranged from 44% to 71%, with tree 
#4655 (which had a low number of adult neighbors), having the fewest plots 
with maximum fire temperatures >342°C and trees #3335 and #3433 (both 
with large numbers of adult neighbors), having the most plots with maximum 
fire temperatures >342°C (Fig. 1.ld).
Density of juveniles. - Juvenile density decreased greatly after fire. One month 
after fire, the mean density was 0.55 juveniles per m2, (5,500 juveniles per 
ha), ranging from 0 to 3.0 plants per m2. One year after fire, mean density 
was 0.35 juveniles per m2, (3,500 juveniles per ha). Two years after fire the 
mean density was 0.26 juveniles per m2, (2,600 juveniles per ha), ranging 
from 0 to 2.25 plants per m2.
Variance in juvenile density was greatly reduced following fire (Fig. 1.3). 
One month before fire, May 1989, variance in juvenile density ranged from 
0.72 to 5.31, while one month after fire, June 1989, variance in juvenile 
density ranged from 0.14 to 0.65. Variance continued to decrease over time 
after fire (Fig. 1.3). One year and two years following fire variance in juvenile 
density ranged from 0.13 to 0.33 and 0.07 to 0.23 respectively. Although 
variance in juvenile density was reduced over time, it remained non- 
homogeneous one month, one and two years after fire as indicated by 
Bartlett’s Test of Homogeneity of Variances (x2=28.73, p < 0.001; x2= 119.4, 
p<0.001; x2= 32 .99 , p<0.001 respectively). As a result, ranked data were 
used for all statistical comparisons.
In contrast to patterns observed prior to fire, densities of juveniles were 
higher in areas of low compared to high adult tree density (Fig. 1.4). These 
densities were significantly different at each of the three post-fire censuses 
(p=0.0263, p=0.0149, p=0.0186; Table 1.1). Densities declined slowly over 
the two years after fire, but retained patterns similar to those evident one 
month after fire (Fig. 1.4). Mean juvenile density varied significantly 
(p=0.0369; Table 1.1) among trees one month after fire. Differences in 
densities of juveniles among trees were not significant one and two years 
after fire (p=0.1041. p=0.0719; Table 1.1).
Juvenile survival. - Fire had a pronounced effect on survival (Fig. 1.5). One 
month after fire, only 21% of the initial cohort was alive. Thirteen percent 
survived to May 1990 (one year after fire), and 10% survived to March 1991 
(almost two years following fire). In May 1991 (after a second fire) 
approximately 5% of the initial cohort was alive. Over 80% of the total 
mortality that occurred over the 3 yr period was a direct result of fire.
Survival of juveniles was consistently greater in areas of low than high adult 
tree density although survivorship declined at the sam e rate (Fig. 1.5). 
Juvenile survival was significantly different among areas of low and high adult 
density one month (p=0.0013), one year (p=0.0054), and two years 
(p=0.0045) after fire (Table 1.2). Survival of juveniles also varied among trees 
within adult tree densities, ranging from 14% to 32% one month after fire to 
5% to 18% two years following fire. Differences in survival among trees were
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not significant one month (p=0.4047), one year (p=0.0787), and two years 
(p=0.1606) after fire (Table 1.2).
Juvenile size. - Juveniles that survived the fire had consistently greater basal 
diameters prior to fire than non-survivors. Significant differences in size 
between survivors and non-survivors occurred one month (p<0.0001), one 
year (p<0.0001), and two years (p<0.0001) after fire (Table 1.6). Also, 
survivors had larger basal diameters than non-survivors in both low and high 
adult tree densities. No significant interactions occurred between the effect of 
adult tree density and size of survivors one month (p=0.6873), one year 
(p= 0.2785) and two years (p=0.2792) post-fire (Table 1.6). Juvenile size 
differed between survivors and non-survivors among trees within adult tree 
density over time after fire. Survivors were consistently larger than non­
survivors for all trees one month, one year and two years following fire. The 
largest survivors over time occurred around tree #4655 (low number of 
neighbors) while the smallest survivors occurred around tree #3433 (high 
number of neighbors).
Path analysis. - Juvenile survival after fire was significantly affected by juvenile 
size and needle density, but not maximum fire temperatures (Fig. 1.6b). 
Juvenile size was positively related to survival and had both the largest direct 
effect and largest total effects on survival among all variables (Table 1.5). 
Although size directly affected survival after fire, adult tree density had the
Table 1.6. Repeated m easures ANOVA of juvenile size one month (A), one 
year (B), and two years after fire (C). This analysis compares juvenile size 
among high and low adult density, among trees within density and among 
survivors and non-survivors following fire. Among trees within density was 
used as  the error term to test high X low density.
A. ONE MONTH AFTER FIRE (JUNE 1989)
Source of Variation df MS F P
High X Low Density 1 26.95 8.08 0.0295
Among Trees within Density 6 3.34 3.46 0.0024
Among Survivors 1 113.19 117.29 0.0001
Density X Survivors 1 0.16 0.16 0.6873
Error 430 0.97
B. ONE YEAR AFTER FIRE (MAY 1990)
Source of Variation df MS F P
High X Low Density 1 18.46 3.86 0.0969
Among Trees within Density 6 4.77 4.09 0.0005
Among Survivors 1 143.67 123.11 0.0001
Density X Survivors 1 1.37 1.18 0.2785
Error 430 1.17
C. TWO YEARS AFTER FIRE (MARCH 1991)
Source of Variation df MS F P
High X Low Density 1 20.51 3.12 0.1276
Among Trees within Density 6 6.57 5.19 0.0001
Among Survivors 1 145.87 115.16 0.0001
Density X Survivors 1 1.48 1.17 0.2792
Error 430 1.27
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largest indirect effect on juvenile survival after fire (Table 1.5). Fire 
temperature had the lowest total effect on juvenile survival after fire (Table 
1.5).
Fire temperature was positively related to needle density and adult tree 
density. Needle density was directly positively affected by fire temperatures 
whereas adult tree density had an indirect effect on fire temperature in this 
model (Table 1.5). Needle density had the largest total effect on fire 
temperature (Table 1.5).
Two alternate models were compared to the initial path model after fire 
(Fig. 1.6b). A non-significant x2 of 5.56 (d.f.= 3;p<0.1349) was obtained as a 
m easure of the overall goodness of fit of the initial path model after fire (Fig.
1.6b) to the observed data. In an alternate model in which the direct effect of 
adult tree density on survival was added, an overall non-significant x2 of 2.34 
was obtained (d.f. =2;p<0.3058). In this alternate model, the path coefficient 
between adult density and survival was not significantly different from zero 
(path coefficient = -0.09, t=-1.794;p>0.05). In adding a direct effect to 
survival a larger portion of the variance in the regression of predicted and 
observed correlations occurred in this alternate model (r2 = 0.9932) 
compared to the initial model (r2 = 0.9899).
A second alternate model in which the direct effect of needle density on 
survival was removed from the initial modei after fire yielded a significant x2 
value of 12.51 (d.f. =4;p<0.0139). The regression of predicted and observed
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correlation coefficients was lower for this second alternate model (r2 =
0.9803) compared to the initial and first alternate models after fire.
In all models, the largest amount of unexplained variation in 
endogenous variables (needle density, juvenile size, fire temperature and 
juvenile survival after fire), occurred in fire temperature. In all models 97% of 
the variation in fire temperature was unexplained. Juvenile size had the lowest 
amount of unexplained variation in all models (87%). The lowest amount of 
unexplained variation in juvenile survival occurred in the initial model after fire 
and the first alternate (85%) while the model with the direct effect of needles 
on survival removed had the largest amount of unexplained variation in 
survival after fire (86%).
DISCUSSION
Cohorts entering tree populations are characterized by low survival 
during the first few years. Both abiotic (e.g. light, soil moisture, nutrients, 
microtopography, elevation) and biotic (e.g. herbivores, pathogens, 
competition) variables, as well as catastrophic events and natural 
disturbances (e.g. flooding, windthrows, and fire) strongly affect the survival 
of young juveniles (Hett and Loucks 1971; Augspurger 1984; Augspurger and 
Kelly 1984; Beatty 1984; Sousa 1984, Ustin etal. 1984; Enright and Lamont 
1989, Kitajima and Augspurger 1989, Taylor and Aarssen 1989, Zobel and 
Antos 1991). In this study both the density of surrounding adults and fire 
strongly influenced the demography of pre-grass stage juvenile longleaf pines 
in the old-growth stand on the Wade Tract. Adult tree density affected
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survival, size and density of juveniles both before and after fire, suggesting 
that adult density may have a chronic influence on the demography early in 
the life cycle of the species. Fire, on the other hand, was an instantaneous 
event that markedly lowered juvenile survival.
Sizes and growth of juvenile longleaf pine appear strongly affected by 
densities of adult trees. In this study longleaf pine juveniles were larger in 
areas of lower adult density. A number of prior studies (Pessin 1938, 1939; 
Heyward 1939; Smith 1955; Boyer 1963, 1974a) have found greater growth of 
grass-stage longleaf pine in areas of low densities of overstory trees. More 
recently, Platt and Rathbun (1994) found that in the old-growth stand on the 
Wade Tract height growth of post-grass stage juveniles was influenced by 
large neighbors over distances up to 30m. Thus in old-growth stands, the 
impact of adult trees on size and growth begins very early, in the first year or 
two of growth, and extends throughout the juvenile stage of the life cycle.
The amount of needle litter present appears to influence juvenile size 
and growth. In this study, needle density was positively associated with adult 
tree density, while juvenile size was negatively related to needle density.
Pessin (1944) found that juvenile height growth was suppressed in the 
presence of pine needle mulch, both in areas of no vegetation and with 
surrounding vegetation present. These data suggest that accumulations of 
pine needles can suppress growth independent of any effects of the ground 
cover.
Survival of juvenile longleaf pines also appeared to be strongly 
influenced by pine needle litter. Prior to fire, needle density had the greatest 
direct (and negative) effect on juvenile survival. Unexpectedly, the magnitude 
of the direct effect of needle density on survival was greater than the direct 
effect of size on juvenile survival before fire as observed from the results of 
path analysis (Fig. 1.6a). The impact of needle density on survival was also 
observed by the significant difference between initial and the alternate path 
model that excluded needle density effects on survival. The alternate model 
had a higher x2 value and a lower r2 value than the alternate model with 
direct effects of size on juvenile survival removed. These results of path 
analysis emphasize the magnitude of needle density on juvenile survival 
before fire. Similar results have been obtained in previous studies. Pessin 
(1944) found that survival of longleaf pine juveniles was negatively affected by 
pine needle mulch. Heyward (1939) and Pessin (1944) both suggested that 
juvenile mortality in areas with high amounts of needle litter may be due to 
shading of juveniles by needles. Strong effects of needle accumulations that 
occurred in this study were all the more striking because the last fire on the 
Wade Tract had occurred only two years before, in May 1987.
Patterns of spatial dispersion of juveniles exhibited before fire were 
similar to those previously reported for later growth stages. Platt et al.
(1988b) found that post-grass stage longleaf pine juveniles (> 2 cm dbh) 
were aggregated into discrete clumps or "patches" of juveniles in areas of low 
adult densities. Results of the current study indicate similar patterns for one-
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year pre-grass stage juveniles (< 1 cm dbh). In this study, juvenile density 
before fire was greater in areas of low adult tree density where survival was 
high and juveniles attained larger sizes. Greater juvenile survival, as evident 
from this study, occurred in areas of low needle densities, where there were 
fewer adults. The early development of juvenile patches located away from 
adult trees even in the absence of fire, likely reflects both indirect and direct 
effects of surrounding adult tree densities.
Juvenile survival was strongly affected by fire. Mortality was greatest 
within one year following fire, with over 84% of juveniles killed. Similar 
patterns of high mortality of pre-grass stage longleaf pine resulting from fire 
have been described by Boyer (1974a). In the absence of fire about 24% 
mortality occurred. Although fire had a pronounced effect on survival of 
juvenile longleaf pine, it was not catastrophic for this cohort of two-year old 
juveniles; almost one of every five juveniles survived the fire.
Size contributed strongly to juvenile survival of fire. Furthermore, 
differences among survivors and non-survivors increased over time after fire. 
Previous studies of older juveniles (grass and post-grass stages) have also 
shown significant effects of size on longleaf pine juvenile survival of fire 
(Pessin 1938, 1939; Heyward 1939; Boyer 1963, 1974a, 1974b). During the 
first year of growth, primary needles are replaced by the morphologically 
distinct secondary needles. Prior to the second year, a well developed root 
system is produced (Pessin 1934). Extensive root system development may 
be an essential component to survival following fire since below-ground
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organs, protected from fire, provide resources needed for recovery and 
regrowth following fire (Mattoon 1922; Pessin 1934; Wahlenberg 1946). Since 
basal diameter was positively correlated to below-ground biomass, observed 
relationships between juvenile size and survival following fire may reflect the 
effect of below-ground investment on capability for recovery following fire.
Location of juvenile longleaf pine within the stand contributes greatly to 
survival following fire. Survival after fire was significantly greater in areas of 
low adult tree density. Maximum fire temperatures also reflected adult tree 
densities. Fire temperature was strongly related to pine needle litter, with 
lower fire temperatures in areas of low needle accumulations. Together these 
results suggest that adult longleaf pine indirectly influenced juvenile size and 
survival by strongly affecting fire intensity.
The idea that differences in needle accumulations affect fire 
temperatures and, consequently, mortality of vegetation in the immediate 
vicinity of longleaf pines has been suggested in previous studies (Boyer 1963; 
Williamson and Black 1981; Platt etal. 1988b, 1991; Rebertus etal. 1989). 
These studies have demonstrated that higher mortality of hardwoods and 
pines occurs below longleaf pine crowns where maximum fire temperatures 
are hotter. The higher fire temperatures below pines have been attributed to 
greater needle litter accumulations. However, quantitative data on needle litter 
amounts have not been described in these studies. In the current study, 
needle counts demonstrated that fire temperatures were directly related to
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amounts of needle litter, producing higher mortality of juvenile longleaf pine 
below individuals where needles were more abundant.
Results of this study also suggest that fire strongly influenced the spatial 
distribution of pre-grass stage juveniles within the old-growth stand on the 
Wade Tract. Fire not only reduced variation in juvenile density but resulted in 
different densities of juveniles at low and high adult tree densities. Moreover, 
the positive relationships among juvenile size and survival following fire 
suggest that patterns among juveniles observed before fire were enhanced 
by the fire. These relationships were considerably stronger than before fire, 
suggesting an important role of fire in patch formation before juveniles enter 
the grass stage. While studies of the old-growth population on the Wade 
Tract have described patches of juvenile trees (Platt etal. 1988b; Platt and 
Rathbun 1994), data from this study indicate that such patches begin to form 
very early in the life cycles of juveniles and that their formation is enhanced 
by fires.
In conclusion, the density of adult trees impact early life stages of 
longleaf pine, both in the absence and presence of fire. Before fire, survival of 
juvenile longleaf pines <2 yrs old was greater and sizes of juveniles larger in 
areas of low adult density. Significantly higher densities of juveniles were also 
evident in areas of low adult density. The greater establishment in areas with 
fewer adults results in an uneven distribution ("patches") of recruits beginning 
as early as the first few growing seasons.
Fire, like a catalyst in a chemical reaction, acted to enhance markedly 
those pre-fire patterns of juvenile longleaf pine survival, size and distribution 
influenced by adult tree density. As evident in this study, fire greatly impacted 
juvenile survival. Survival of fire was not random; juveniles that survived fire 
were significantly larger and occurred in areas containing fewer adults, where 
needle litter accumulations were lower and fire temperatures cooler. These 
results suggest that, in monospecific stands of longleaf pine, the composition 
of adult neighborhoods can have a pronounced effect on juveniles, both 
directly and via interactions with important disturbances such as fires. As a 
result, the composition and dynamics of longleaf pine populations are linked 
via spatially mediated processes of intraspecific competition and fire, 
beginning very early in the life cycles of trees.
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CHAPTER 2
NEIGHBORHOOD EFFECTS ON JUVENILES 





Individuals in most plant populations are aggregated (Clark and Evans 
1954, Harper 1977, Crawley 1986). Such aggregation tends to be most 
evident in early life stages, decreasing in later stages, suggesting a 
demographic component to spatial structure (Powell 1990, Platt et al. 1988). 
Many biotic and abiotic factors contribute to the formation of aggregations of 
seedlings and juveniles. Seed dispersal may be spatially limited, resulting in 
clumped distributions of seedlings (Rabinowitz and Rapp 1980). A mosaic of 
small-scale disturbances can produce clumped distributions of juveniles (e.g. 
badger mounds, Platt 1976). Large-scale disturbances (e.g. fire, flood, wind 
storms) can open up patches of suitable sites for germination and 
establishment (Watt 1947, Harper 1961, 1977, White 1979, Runkle 1985).
Local competition effects of established neighboring plants ("interference" 
sensu Harper 1961), can also lead to aggregations of seedlings in areas 
where neighbor effects are minimized.
One example of a species in the southeastern U.S. that dem onstrates 
aggregations of individuals in juvenile stages is longleaf pine (Pinus palustris 
Mill.). Platt et al (1988) have shown that young juveniles (post-grass stage 
and greater than 2 cm in diameter) form discrete clumps scattered am ongst 
more randomly distributed older trees in an old-growth stand. Local 
neighborhoods have a pronounced effect on the distribution of these 
juveniles (Platt et al 1988); clumps of young trees occur in locations more 
distant from large longleaf pines than expected by chance. Platt et al. (1988)
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and Platt and Rathbun (1994) suggest that fire is the primary mechanism 
producing the observed distribution patterns. Nevertheless, effects of 
neighboring trees also may influence distribution of juveniles, especially prior 
to any fires. This study investigates the hypothesis that large trees, by 
influencing growth and survival of longleaf pine juveniles before fire, might 
affect the distribution of cohorts entering the population.
A number of methods have been used to describe the influence of 
neighboring trees on survival or growth of other trees. The concept of "zone 
of influence" (Aaltonen 1926, Rogers 1935), has been used to estimate the 
degree of competition between individuals by defining zones around each 
tree and determining the extent of overlap between zones (Opie 1968, Bella 
1971, Daniels 1976). More recently, Weiner (1984) estimated a cumulative 
effect of interference on an individual tree as a function of size and distance 
of n neighboring trees. The measure of interference (W) was defined as
W J.ks ,d -2, (1)
where k is the effect of a neighbor, sy is the size, and di is the distance to the 
ith neighbor. The total effect of interference was predicted to be related to the 
proportional contribution of each neighbor as measured by the size and 
inverse square of distance. In applying this model to a population of Pinus 
rigida, Weiner found that individual tree growth was inversely related to the 
total effect of interference.
Weiner’s model of interference was used by Platt and Rathbun (1994) to 
test the hypothesis that trees in different size classes in an old-growth stand
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of Pinus palustris responded differently to competitive interactions. As 
modified by Platt and Rathbun (1994) interference of n neighbors (W) in size 
class k at location s  was defined as:
Wt (s) =£.(dbhif.)/ (rjk), (2)
L=l
where dbhjk and rjk were the sizes of and distances to the ith neighboring 
tree in the kth size class respectively. The interference by trees in a given size 
class at location s  thus is the sum of effects of all neighbors in size class k 
within som e distance of s. Platt and Rathbun (1994) found that large 
neighbors strongly influenced small and mid-size trees and that effects of 
those large neighbors were greater for small than mid-size tree's.
In this paper I report on the effects of neighbors on one-year-old Pinus 
palustris juveniles in an old-growth stand. Based on the findings of Weiner 
(1984) and Platt and Rathbun (1994), the strength of neighbor influence on 
juveniles was predicted to be inversely related to neighbor distance. In 
addition, large neighbors were predicted to have a greater influence than 
small or mid-size neighbors. The impact of neighbors was measured as the 
cumulative size and number of all neighboring trees within concentric zones 
defined by the distances trees were located from plots containing juveniles. 
Neighbors were grouped into 3 size classes. Regression analyses were used 
to a ssess  effects of neighbor size and distance on the survival and sizes of 
juveniles.
METHODS
This study was conducted on the Wade Tract, an 80-hectare (ha) old- 
growth stand of longleaf pine in southern Thomas County, Georgia. In 1978, 
all trees above breast height (hereafter dbh), in a 39.4 ha study area were 
tagged, mapped and tree diameters measured (Platt et al. 1988). Trees in this 
area have been censused periodically for mortality, growth and recruitment 
(Platt et al. 1988, Platt and Rathbun 1994).
A total of 336 juvenile plots were established in the 39.4 ha plot to study 
a cohort of longleaf pine juveniles originating from a mast year in 1987. 
Germination occurred within a few weeks following seed dispersal in the fall 
1987. Newly established seedlings produced primary needles (developed 
from the main axis) within a few weeks after germination (Mohr 1897,
Mattoon 1922). Development of secondary needles (Wahlenberg 1946) was 
just beginning in the spring of 1988, when juvenile plots were established.
Juvenile plots were located along transects extending out from the 
bases of 8 randomly selected adult trees > 30cm dbh that produced cones. 
Forty-two juvenile plots were established around each of the 8 trees. Plots 
were placed at 7 locations (1, 6, 12, 18, 24, 30 and 36m) along 6 equally 
spaced transects extending from each tree (Fig. 2.1). Juvenile plots were 1 X 
2m at distances of one meter from the tree and 2 X 2m at all other distances. 
A total of 2957 juveniles were mapped and tagged within plots using pre­
numbered aluminum tags.
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Fig. 2.1. Experimental design showing juvenile study plots placed along 6 
transects radiating from a randomly selected adult cone-producing tree.
Open circles represent longleaf pines with the diameter of the circle 
proportional to the dbh of each tree; closed circles represent the position of 
juvenile plots around a randomly selected adult tree. Enclosed inner box area 
is one hectare.
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In May 1989, juveniles were recensused. Only individuals containing 
green tissue were scored as alive. At that time, juveniles had secondary 
needles, but did not yet have dense tufts of needles that characterize the 
grass stage (Wahlenberg 1946). For five randomly chosen individuals, basal 
diameter (stem diameter above the soil surface) was measured in each plot 
in May 1989.
The neighborhood of each juvenile plot was assum ed to be all longleaf 
pines within a 30m radius of the location of that plot. Size (dbh in 1987) and 
distance to juvenile plot were obtained for each tree located within the 30m 
neighborhood of each juvenile plot. Neighbors were placed in one of 10 
distance categories (0-3, >3-6, >6-9, >9-12, >12-15, >15-18, >18-21, >21- 
24, >24-27, and >27-30m). Neighbors were also placed in one of 3 size 
classes (1-10, >10-30, and >30 cm dbh), following Platt and Rathbun (1994). 
Mean numbers and the size-class distributions of neighbors were calculated 
as functions of distances to juvenile plots.
The potential impact of neighboring trees on juveniles was determined 
by calculating the cumulative dbh of all trees and number of trees within a 
distance class or within a size-class for a given distance category. Within any 
distance class, the impact was hypothesized to increase as the sizes of 
neighbors increased. To assess  the effect of neighbor impact on juvenile 
survival at each distance, a multiple logistic regression was performed of the 
form:
juvenile survival = a + bjXj (3)
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where a is the equation intercept, is the sum of sizes or number of all 
trees in the ith distance class (i = 1,...,10) and b{ is the coefficient measuring 
the degree to which a given increment of dbh or density affected survival. 
Values of bi were used as indicators of the strength of neighbor effects within 
each distance class on juvenile survival.
Multiple logistic regression was also used to analyze effects of sizes of 
neighbors and the density of neighbors in each size class on juvenile survival 
at different distances. A multiple logistic regression was performed in the form 
of:
juvenile survival = a + b - x -  (4)
where a is the equation intercept, is the sum of sizes or the number of all 
trees in the jth size class (j = 1,...,3) in the ith distance class, and b » is the 
coefficient measuring the extent to which given size increments or densities 
affect survival at a given distance. Similar multiple linear regressions were 
used to analyze the impacts of size, distance and density of neighbors on 
juvenile size.
All analyses were performed using Statistical Analysis Software (SAS), 
Version 6.04 (SAS 1985).
RESULTS
NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTERISTICS
On the average, 66 ±  2(s.e.) longleaf pines were located within 30m of 
each juvenile plot used in this study. Mean dbh of neighbors was 16.24 _+
0.12 cm; the range was 1.3 - 77.4 cm. Neighbors were unevenly distributed
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among size-classes. There were more small neighbors (1-10 cm dbh) than 
medium neighbors (>10-30 cm dbh) and more medium than large neighbors 
(>30 cm dbh) (Table 2.1). Numbers of neighbors increased as the distance 
from plots increased (Table 2.2). The increase in numbers of neighbors 
occurred more rapidly for small and medium than for large trees (Fig. 2.2a).
Mean total size of neighbors (all trees combined) increased with 
increasing numbers of neighbors and increasing distances from plots. 
Although there were more small than large neighbors, the mean total dbh 
was much greater for large and medium sized trees than for small trees 
(Table 2.1). Mean total sizes of large trees also were larger than those of 
medium trees (Table 2.1). Mean total dbh increased with increasing distance 
from plots (Table 2.2). The increases in size with increasing distance 
occurred similarly for all 3 size classes (Fig. 2.2b).
EFFECT OF NEIGHBORS ON JUVENILES 
Effects of the relationship between predicted effects of neighbors 
located at different distances (all sizes of neighbors combined) and survival of 
juveniles over the one year period from May 1988 to May 1989 is illustrated in 
Fig. 2.3a. The coefficient of neighbor effects on survival declined rapidly with 
increasing distances. The relationship between neighbor effect and survival 
was significantly different from zero for three smallest distances and at >12- 
15m (Fig. 2.3a).
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Table 2.1. Mean number (N) and mean total dbh (cm) of neighbors among 
size-classes within 30m of juvenile study plots. Overall means among all 
study plots are given.
Size-
Class N Mean total dbh





Table 2.2. Mean number (N) and mean total dbh (cm) of neighbors among 
distance classes within 30m of juvenile study plots. Overall m eans among all 
study plots are given.
Distance N Mean total dbh
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Fig. 2.2. Mean numbers (2a) and mean total dbh (2b) of neighbors of 
different sizes located at different distances from juvenile plots. Neighbor size 
classes are: small, 1-10 cm dbh; medium, >10-30 cm dbh; and large, >30 
cm dbh. Neighbor distances were divided into 10 zones (0-3, >3-6, >6-9, 
>9-12, >12-15, >15-18, >18-21, >21-24, >24-27, and >27-30m). Means 
are given for trees in a given distance zone (means are not cumulative over 
all zones).
o
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Fig. 2.3. Plot of the magnitude of the coefficient of neighbor effect at different 
distances from juveniles on juvenile survival. "Coefficients of neighbor effect" 
were m easured as the slopes of the relationships between cumulative dbh 
(3a) and number of neighbors (3b) and juvenile survival within each distance 
class. denotes statistical significance (p<0.05).
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Relationships between predicted effects of cumulative size of neighbors 
in the three different size classes and survival of juveniles are presented in 
Table 2.3a. Only neighbor distances less than 18m are presented because no 
significant effects occurred at large distances. Effects of neighbors in the 
largest size class on survival of juveniles were significant at all distances up to 
15m (Table 2.3a). In addition, significant effects of small neighbors occurred 
at >3-6m, and significant effects of mid-size neighbors occurred at >6-9m 
(Table 2.3a).
The relationship of predicted effects of numbers of neighbors and 
juvenile survival was not significantly different from zero for any distance 
except at >6-9m (Fig. 2.3b). No overall pattern occurred between number of 
neighbors in different size classes and juvenile survival.
Relationships between predicted effects of number of neighbors in 
different size classes and survival of juveniles are presented in Table 2.3b. 
Effects of number of neighbors in the largest size class on survival were 
significant at all distances up to 18m. In addition, significant effects of the 
number of mid-size neighbors occurred at >3-6m and >6-9m from plots. No 
significant effects of the number of small neighbors on juvenile survival 
occurred.
The relationship between predicted effects of neighbors and sizes of 
juveniles is depicted in Fig. 2.4a. The coefficient of neighbor effects on size 
decreased with increasing distance, was negative at all distances, and was 
significant for the first 3 distances (0-3, >3-6, and >6-9m) and the farthest
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Table 2.3. Logistic regression analysis of survival of juvenile longleaf pine. 
The coefficient of neighbor effect, estimated using the cumulative dbh (3a) 
and number (3b) of trees is presented for each size-class in each of six 







0-3 -0.0022 -0.0087 -0.0123*
>3-6 0.0206* -0.0055 -0.0074*
>6-9 0.0011 -0.0109* -0.0049*
>9-12 0.0023 -0.0009 -0.0033*
>12-15 0.0014 -0.0007 -0.0039*
>15-18 -0.0008 -0.0008 -0.0006
3b)
Distance Size-Class (cm dbh)
Class (m) 0-10 >10-30 >30
0-3 0.0724 -0.1652 -0.5376*
>3-6 0.0984 -0.1124* -0.3510*
>6-9 -0.0035 -0.1405* -0.2146*
>9-12 0.0061 0.0146 -0.1592*
>12-15 0.0051 -0.0190 -0.1855*
>15-18 -0.0022 -0.0210 -0.0459*




n  1-----------1---------- 1---------- r
3-0 0-9 9-12 12-15 15-18 18-21 21-24 24-27 27-30
DISTANCE (m)
Fig. 2.4. Plot of the magnitude of the coefficient of neighbor effect at different 
distances from juveniles on juvenile size. "Coefficients of neighbor effect" 
were m easured as the slopes of the relationships between cumulative dbh 
(4a) and number of neighbors (4b) and juvenile size within each distance 
class. "*" denotes statistical significance (p<0.05).
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distance (>27-30m). The negative relationships between predicted effects of 
neighbors and juvenile size were strongest for the largest size class of 
neighbors. At all distances from 0-3 to >12-15m, there were significant 
negative relationships between predicted effects of large neighbors and the 
sizes of juveniles (Table 2.4a). In contrast, predicted effects of small and mid­
sized trees were not significantly related to juvenile size at any distance 
(Table 2.4a).
No significant relationships between numbers of neighbors (all sizes 
combined) and juvenile size occurred at any distance from plots (Fig. 2.4b). 
Significant negative relationships between the number of large neighbors and 
juvenile size occurred at 0-3m and 9-12m from plots (Table 2.4b). Predicted 
effects of neighbor trees were not significantly related to juvenile size at any 
distance (Table 2.4b).
DISCUSSION
Results of this study indicate that juvenile longleaf pine in old-growth 
stands are likely to be influenced by neighboring trees at ages of only one 
year. Size and survival of one-year-old juveniles on the Wade Tract were 
negatively related to predicted effects based on the sizes, densities and 
locations of neighboring trees. Although numbers and cumulative dbh of 
trees increased as the distance from plots increased, the magnitude of 
neighbor effects on juveniles decreased rapidly with increasing neighbor 
distance. This result is consistent with a number of previous studies 
suggesting that neighbor effects weaken quickly with increasing distance
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Table 2.4. Linear regression analysis of size of juvenile longleaf pine. The 
coefficient of neighbor effect, estimated using the cumulative dbh (4a) and 
number (4b) of trees, is presented for each size-class in each of six distance 
classes. Significant probabilities of obtaining a higher F value are indicated 
with an
4a)
Distance Size-Class (cm dbh)
Class (m) 0-10 >10-30 >30
0-3 -0.0089 -0.0010 -0.0078*
>3-6 0.0016 -0.0059 -0.0040*
>6-9 0.0097 -0.0045 -0.0036*
>9-12 -0.0072 -0.0013 -0.0034*
>12-15 0.0045 -0.0024 -0.0024*
>15-18 -0.0056 -0.0007 -0.0010
4b) -
Distance Size-Class (cm dbh)
Class (m) 0-10 >10-30 >30
0-3 -0.0171 -0.0865 -0.3555*
>3-6 0.0087 -0.0788 -0.1647
>6-9 0.0355 -0.0515 -0.1305
>9-12 -0.0198 -0.0202 -0.1337*
>12-15 0.0175 -0.0423 -0.0696
>15-18 -0.0204 -0.0146 -0.0616
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(Bella 1971, Mack and Harper 1977, Waller 1981, Weiner 1984, Rebertus et 
al. 1989, Platt and Rathbun 1994).
Sizes of neighbors also influence the relationship between predicted 
neighbor effects and the demography of one year old juveniles. The 
predicted effects of large trees were significantly related to juvenile survival up 
to 18m and to juvenile size up to 15m. Although small and mid-sized 
neighbors were more numerous than large neighbors at all distances their 
effects were significant only at smaller distances. The predicted effects of 
small neighbors on juveniles appears to be manifest only at very close 
distances, while those of large neighbors appear to affect juveniles up to 18m 
away. These results are similar to other studies of the effects of size of 
neighbors on longleaf pine juveniles. Platt and Rathbun (1994) also found that 
large trees (>30 cm dbh) strongly influenced the height growth and mortality 
of neighbors at small distances and that detectable effects occurred up to 
distances of 30m.
Platt et al. (1988) and Platt and Rathbun (1994) predicted that neighbor 
interference patterns influence the spatial distribution of patches of small trees 
found in longleaf pine populations. They predicted that patches form away 
from large trees, in areas where interference effects are low. The results of 
the current study are consistent with these predictions. Juveniles in the 
earliest life cycle stages are strongly and negatively influenced by large 
neighbors. Moreover, our study suggests that patch formation in old-growth 
longleaf pine stands is initiated within the first year, prior to the occurrence of
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other events, such as fires, which are known to affect density of longleaf pine 
seedlings (see Wahlenberg 1946).
Effects of neighbors initiated early in the life cycle may be magnified by 
fires occurring in subsequent years. Platt and Rathbun (1994) suggest that as 
distance between small and large neighbors decreases, the former are more 
likely to be exposed to higher fire temperatures because pyrogenic needles 
shed by larger neighbors accumulate over time. Platt et al. (1991) found 
higher maximum temperatures during fires in areas containing more and 
larger pines. Both larger sizes of juveniles and lower fire temperatures might 
result in higher survival of fires in areas away from neighboring trees 
(especially large trees). As a consequence, cohorts of seedlings entering the 
old-growth stand on the Wade Tract are most likely to be reduced in 
numbers, with patches of surviving juveniles located in areas where 
interference is reduced (i. e. where large neighbors are more than 18m 
away).
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CHAPTER 3
SEED DISPERSAL OF A WIND-DISPERSED 




Patterns of seed dispersal play an important role in the dynamics of 
plant populations (Harper 1977). Howe and Smallwood (1982) summarized 
several advantages for dispersal: 1) reduced seed and seedling mortality 
near parent plants (Janzen 1970, Connell 1971, Augspurger 1983a, 1983b, 
Clark and Clark 1984); 2) colonization of favorable sites (e.g. gaps) that 
fluctuate in space and time (Platt 1975, 1976, Grubb 1977, Hubbell 1979, 
Denslow 1980); or 3) transportation by dispersal agents to well suited sites 
for establishment (Vander Wall and Baida 1977, Howe and Estabrook 1977, 
Thompson and Willson 1978).
Wind is a primary vector of seed dispersal for many forest trees. The 
study of seed dispersal by trees has been hindered, however, by an inability 
to differentiate overlapping seed shadows within natural stands (Harper 
1977). Most investigations of dispersal distances for forest species have 
involved collecting seeds from traps along transects that extend from forest 
walls into cleared open areas (Isaac 1930, Pomeroy and Korstian 1949, 
Boyer 1958, Barrett 1966, Cremer 1966, Mair 1973). Dispersal curves 
generated in this manner may not be representative of dispersal patterns 
within intact forests because wind behavior within clear cut areas can be 
different from that within natural stands (Caborn 1957, Sharpe and Fields
1982). Isolated trees have also been used to investigate dispersal distances 
of trees (Cremer 1966), but, seed dispersal from isolated trees also may not
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resemble dispersal within natural stands (Siggins 1933, Harper 1977, Sharpe 
and Fields 1982).
Estimation of potential dispersal distances based on rates of 
descent or terminal velocities of seeds provide an alternative method for 
investigating dispersal of forest trees (Cremer 1977, Green 1980, Guries and 
Nordheim 1984, Augspurger 1986, 1988, Augspurger and Franson 1987, 
Matlack 1987). Such studies have involved timing of seeds released from 
known heights in still air chambers (Siggins 1933, Guries and Nordheim 1984, 
Augspurger 1986, Augspurger and Franson 1987) or measuring wing-loading 
potential and terminal velocities of propagules (Cremer 1977, Green 1980, 
Guries and Nordheim 1984, Augspurger 1986, 1988, Augspurger and 
Franson 1987). Potential horizontal distances of dispersal are then calculated 
using estimated rates of seed fall, tree heights and wind velocities. This 
approach provides an estimate of potential seed dispersal distances of forest 
trees. As with field approaches, these estimates may not resemble those 
occurring under natural conditions. Actual distances in the field will be 
affected by a diversity of factors, such as windspeed required for abscission, 
turbulence, variability of windspeeds and directionality during descent and 
surrounding vegetation (Augspurger 1986).
The distances that wind-dispersed propagules are dispersed from 
parent plants are also dependent on several factors. One primary component 
of dispersal distance is propagule morphology (Burrows 1975, Rabinowitz 
and Rapp 1981, Augspurger 1986, Augspurger and Franson 1987, Matlack
1987). Different aerodynamic groups (based on morphology) have different 
rates of descent and lateral dispersal distances (Burrows 1975, Norberg 
1973, McCutchen 1977, Green 1980, Rabinowitz and Rapp 1981, Guries and 
Nordheim 1984, Augspurger 1986, 1988, Augspurger and Franson 1987, 
Matlack 1987). These studies suggest that species with single winged fruits 
(i.e., samaras) tend to have lower rates of descent and greater lateral 
movement. These diaspores rotate as they fall, giving the seed lift, which 
opposes gravitational forces and reduces the rate of descent (McCutchen 
1977, Green 1980). Nonetheless, considerable variation exists in seed fall 
rates within this aerodynamic group (Siggins 1933, Green 1980, Guries and 
Nordheim 1984, Augspurger 1986, Augspurger and Franson 1987, Matlack 
1987, Greene and Johnson 1989). This suggests that other components also 
play a significant role in dispersal distance and rates of descent. Such 
components include height of parent plant, terminal velocity of seeds (based 
on seed weight and surface area), wind velocity, wind direction, surrounding 
topography and vegetation (Isaac 1930, Cremer 1966, 1967, Mair 1973, 
Sheldon and Burrows 1973, Burrows 1975, Harper 1977, McCutchen 1977, 
Platt and Weis 1977, Green 1980, Rabinowitz and Rapp 1981, Sharpe and 
Fields 1982, Guries and Nordheim 1984, Augspurger 1986, Augspurger and 
Franson 1987, Matlack 1987).
Dispersal of longleaf pine (Pinus palustris Mill.), a conifer with single- 
winged, wind-dispersed seeds, is enigmatic. Compared to other North 
American pines, longleaf pine seeds are relatively light and have the greatest
ratios of seed wing length to seed weight (McCune 1988). This combination 
of propagule characteristics suggests that longleaf pine seeds may have 
higher wing loading capacities, lower rates of descent and longer dispersal 
distances than other pines. Siggins (1933) found that propagules of longleaf 
pine had lower rates of descent compared with pines of similar seed weights. 
However, most field studies have suggested moderate dispersal distances for 
longleaf pine seeds (Buttrick 1914, Boyer 1958, 1963, Boyer and Peterson
1983). Dispersal distances estimated from these studies have been based on 
observation or seed collections in clear cut areas, predominantly in second 
growth forests.
In the current study, I characterized seed dispersal by longleaf pine in a 
mapped old-growth stand (the Wade Tract) during a mast year. I used 
allozyme markers and maternity exclusion analysis to differentiate overlapping 
seed shadows. The use of paternity exclusion analysis has been widely used 
for paternal assignment and studies of the movement of pollen (Ellstrand 
1984, Ellstrand and Marshall 1985, Friedman and Adams 1985, Hamrick and 
Schnabel 1985, Meagher 1986, Meagher and Thompson 1987, Schoen and 
Stewart 1986), yet has not been used for assignment of maternity in seed 
dispersal studies of forest trees. Seeds were collected from traps along 
transects extending out from eight selected adult trees. Multilocus genotypes 
of female gametophytes were determined for collected seeds and the 
multilocus genotype of fecund parent trees within 75m of seed traps. Possible 
maternal parents for each seed were obtained using exclusion analysis. Most
likely maternal parents were determined based on three criteria: minimum 
distances from possible maternal parents, the genetically most similar 
maternal parents, or most fecund possible maternal parents. Distances of 
seeds from assigned maternal parents were used to estimate dispersal 
distances of longleaf pine based on these three criteria. In addition, potential 
dispersal distances of seeds were calculated from estimates of wing loading 
and terminal velocities of seeds (based on seed weights and surface areas). 
Results of both isozyme and morphology data indicate that longleaf pines in 
this old growth stand have the potential for dispersal over large distances.
METHODS 
THE STUDY SITE
This study was conducted on the Wade Tract, a 60 hectare old-growth 
longleaf pine savanna preserve located in southern Thomas County, Georgia. 
In 1979, all trees greater than 1.5m tall were permanently tagged and 
mapped in a 39.4 hectare (ha) plot located within the Wade Tract. Survival, 
growth and recruitment have been measured periodically from 1979-1993 
(Platt et al. 1988, Platt and Rathbun 1994).
A mast year occurred over much of the range of longleaf pine in 1987 
(W. J. Platt, pers. obs.). On the Wade Tract, most trees _> 30cm diameter at 
breast height (hereafter dbh) produced cones, and trees _> 60 cm dbh 
commonly produced > 100 cones (W. J. Platt, and J. L. Hamrick, 
unpublished data). Prior to seed release in the fall 1987, I randomly (using a 
random numbers table), selected two cone producing trees >_ 30cm dbh
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located within each of four one-ha plots nested within the larger 39.4 ha plot 
and used for study of the population genetics of longleaf pine on the Wade 
Tract (Hamrick et al. 1994).
SEED COLLECTION 
Seeds were collected from seed traps placed along six equally spaced 
radii extending from each of eight selected trees. Traps were placed at 6m 
intervals along each radii (6, 12, 18, 24, 30 and 36m) (Fig. 3.1). Locations of 
seed traps were mapped. Seed traps were modeled after those used to 
collect pure seeds for cultivation (Boe 1955, Easley and Chaiken 1951, Jones 
1967, Scholtens 1979, Trousdell and Allen 1961). Each trap was supported 
by four 90 cm legs of 3 /4  inch PVC pipe held in place by rebar anchored into 
the ground. Fiberglass netting formed a 40-50 cm deep bag held by a square 
meter metal frame attached to the pipe. Traps were in the field a total of 100 
days, from the beginning of October (prior to seedfall) to the end of 
December. Each trap was checked at approximately 10 day intervals. The 
number of seeds were recorded and seeds removed at this time. No birds or 
mammals were observed on the traps. None of 100 seeds marked and left in 
selected traps disappeared over a one-month period.
Following collection, seeds were transported to Louisiana State 
University and kept in cold storage (4°C). Prior to weighing, seeds were 
pinched to test for aborted seeds which were removed. The remaining seeds 
were weighed using a top-loading balance, and the outlines of seeds and 
attached sam aras were traced on blank index cards. Ten percent of all
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Fig. 3.1. Diagram of the experimental design used in this study. This figure 
depicts one of eight selected adult trees with six transects radiating from the 
tree and seed trap locations (closed circles) placed along the transects.
Trees in this figure are shown by open circles with the diameter of each circle 
representing the diameter at breast height (dbh) of trees. Enclosed inner box 
area is one hectare.
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collected and traced seeds were then shipped under cold storage (4°C) to 
the University of Georgia where they were kept in cold storage (4°C) until 
germinated and subjected to electrophoresis.
ADULT NEIGHBORHOODS 
The neighborhood of each seed trap was assum ed to be all longleaf 
pines within a 75m radius of the location of each seed trap. Size (dbh in 
1987) and distance to the seed trap were obtained for each tree located 
within the 75m neighborhood of each seed trap. Location and size of adult 
trees in 1987 were determined using the 1987 recent survey of m apped trees 
on the Wade Tract. Numbers of cones produced by each tree >.20 cm dbh in 
each neighborhood during the 1987 mast year were counted using 
binoculars.
Needle tissue for electrophoresis was taken from all trees j> 20cm dbh 
within each 75m neighborhood. Needle samples taken from branches of 
trees <10m were obtained with pole pruners. Where branch height exceeded 
10m, needle samples were obtained by shooting branches down with a 22 
caliber rifle and 22 caliber long rifle hollow point mini mag ammunition having 
a range of 2.5 km. All needle samples were transported to UGA and kept in 
cold storage (4°C) until subjected to electrophoresis.
SEED ELECTROPHORESIS 
For germination, seed coats and wings were removed, and seeds were 
placed on wet filter paper in petri dishes in a growth chamber at 22°C. No
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dormancy mechanism is present in longleaf pine; seeds germinated within 5- 
7 days.
Following germination, sporophytic embryo tissue was separated from 
surrounding female gametophyte tissue. Embryo and female gametophyte 
tissue were individually ground in separate mortars under liquid nitrogen and 
grinding buffer following the methods of Mitton et al. (1979). Wick samples of 
both the embryo and associated gametophyte tissue for each seed were 
placed in wells of microtest plates and stored at -60°C until subjected to 
electrophoresis.
Resolution of 15 loci common to both embryo and gametophyte tissue 
was achieved using 15 enzymes systems and five gel buffer system s which 
had previously been shown to produce polymorphic loci on the Wade Tract 
longleaf pine population (J.L. Hamrick, Unpubl. Data) (Table 3.1). Most buffer 
solutions and staining procedures followed Soltis et al. (1983), except in two 
enzyme systems (GOT, DIA) (Cheliak and Pitel 1984). A multilocus genotype 
was determined for each embryo and associated gametophyte using data 
obtained from electrophoresis.
ADULT ELECTROPHORESIS
Preparation of wick samples of adult needle tissue was conducted in a 
similar manner to preparation of the embryonic material. Needle tissue and 
buds of branches collected were cut into one cm pieces, placed in a mortar 
and ground under liquid nitrogen and similar grinding buffer used for seed 
material. All solutions and techniques followed Mitton et al. (1979). Wick
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Table 3.1. List of electrophoretic gel buffers and enzyme systems used to 
resolve 15 loci.
















* all gel buffer systems follow Soltis et al. (1983), except system 8 which has 
been slightly modified.
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samples were placed in microtest plates and kept at -60°C until subjected to 
electrophoresis.
Resolution of the 15 loci common to embryos and gametophytes was 
also obtained for the adult tissue using similar gel buffers and staining 
procedures (Soltis et al. 1983). A multilocus genotype was determined for 
each individual adult from electrophoretic data.
DATA ANALYSIS
Maternity exclusion analysis was conducted to determine possible 
maternal parents of seeds. Each allele at a specific locus of the female 
gametophyte (haploid tissue) was compared to the two alleles at that locus 
for each adult (sporophytic) tree that produced cones in 1987 and was 
located within 75m of the seed trap in which the seed was collected. If the 
female gametophyte and an adult shared a common allele, then that locus 
was scored as compatible. This process was repeated for each allele across 
all 15 loci. Any adult tree that had all 15 loci compatible was considered a 
possible maternal parent. If an adult had any locus scored incompatible, the 
adult was excluded from the analysis and not considered a possible maternal 
parent of that seed. The analysis was repeated for all seeds collected in all 
traps.
Predictions of longleaf dispersal were generated using seeds that had 
single and multiple possible maternal parents. For each seed trap the number 
of seeds with no possible maternal parents within different distance 
categories was determined, and used to calculate the percentage of seeds
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with no possible maternal parent. For seeds with single maternal parents, 
dispersal curves were generated by determining the percent of seeds 
dispersed among 15 distance classes (2.5, 7.5, 12.5, 17.5, 22.5, 27.5, 32.5,
37.5, 42.5, 47.5, 52.5, 57.5, 62.5, 67.5, and 72.5m) from each maternal 
parent.
For seeds with multiple possible maternal parents, three criteria were 
used to assign a specific maternal parent to each seed: distance to each 
possible maternal parent, genetic likelihood between the seed and each 
possible parent, and numbers of cones produced in 1987 by each possible 
maternal parent. For each seed, all possible maternal parents were ranked 
according to their distance, genetic likelihood and fecundity. The highest 
ranked maternal genotype (among all possible parents) for each of the three 
criteria was assigned as the maternal parent for each seed. Genetic likelihood 
was calculated as a multigenic product of the probability of a shared allele 
among maternal parent and seed. For example, a homozygous maternal 
locus "AjAj" has a probability of 1.0 of contributing an "A/ allele to a seed, 
while a heterozygous maternal locus "AjA/ has a probability of 0.5. Genetic 
probabilities were determined for each locus and multiplied across all 15 loci 
to produce a single genetic likelihood value. Dispersal curves were generated 
for each of the three criteria.
WING LOADING MEASUREMENTS 
The surface area and mass of longleaf pine seeds were determined for 
all seeds collected in traps. All traced longleaf pine seed wing areas were
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m easured using a Lasico 42 Processor Planimeter. An average surface area 
measurement for each seed was obtained from five repeated measurements. 
These data were used to estimate the surface area of seeds in each trap and 
to compare the mean surface area among seeds around eight selected trees. 
Similar analyses were performed on seed mass. A univariate regression 
analysis was performed to determine relationships between seed area and 
mass.
Both seed area and mass were used to calculate wing loading using the 
equation:
i / p
(wing loading) = weight / area (1) 
where weight was calculated as seed mass, multiplied by acceleration 
(975.36 g /sec). Estimated dispersal distances were determined using 
Cremer’s (1977) formula:
D = Mw * (H/V,) (2)
where D is the horizontal distance to which wind, with a velocity of Mw will 
carry a seed falling at a mean velocity of \If  from a height, H. In this case 
was replaced by the approximate rate of descent extrapolated from the
1 / 9relationship of wing loading and the rate of descent of morphologically 
similar seeds (Augspurger 1986). I used the average wind velocity between 
the release point and the ground for Vw. Three wind velocities (1.75, 3.5 and 
7.0m se c 1) were chosen to represent a range of wind speeds known to 
occur at the Wade Tract (W. J. Platt, pers. obs.). Three tree heights, (H),
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were used to represent average tree heights of trees on the Wade Tract (20, 
30 and 40m) obtained from Platt et al. (1988).
All statistical analysis were performed using SAS procedures (SAS 
1985).
RESULTS 
CONE AND SEED PRODUCTION 
Evidence of the high reproductive effort during the mast year in 1987, 
was observed in the numbers of trees producing cones and the number of 
cones produced per tree. An average of 209 trees > 1 m tall were located 
within 75m of seed traps, (Table 3.2). Densities of trees within 75m of traps 
were variable, ranging from 85 to 348 trees. The number of trees varied 
significantly among traps within the eight subpopulations (d.f.=7, F = 182.06, 
p<0.0001). The largest numbers of trees within 75m of traps occurred 
around tree #3335 (309 trees), whereas fewest trees occurred around tree 
#5444 (112 trees) (Table 3.2).
During the mast year in 1987, over 43% of trees within a 75m radius of 
each seed  trap produced cones. An average of 91 trees within 75m of seed 
traps produced cones in 1987 (Table 3.2). The numbers of cone producing 
trees also was variable, ranging from 47 to 123 trees. There was a significant 
difference in the mean number of cone trees within 75m of seed traps among 
the eight subpopulations (d.f. =7, F=79.17, p < 0.001). Highest mean number 
of cone trees occurred around tree #3433 (110 trees) and fewest number of 
cone trees occurred among traps around tree #4655 (73 trees) (Table 3.2).
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Table 3.2. Mean number of trees _> 1m tall (±  s.e.), mean number of trees 
(+. s.e.) that produced cones in 1987 and mean cone production per tree (±  
s.e.) within 75m of seed traps located within eight subpopulations of longleaf 
pine on the Wade Tract.
SUB- MEAN 
POPULATION NUMBER OF 







3087 226(3.60) 75.6(0.68) 32.7(0.50)
3335 309(4.89) 90.6(1.88) 23.9(0.88)
3433 248(4.66) 110.4(1.51) 15.2(0.35)
4655 197(7.60) 72.8(1.09) 42.0(1.10)
5444 112(1.64) 98.5(2.18) 20.2(0.29)
5885 122(1.12) 106.6(2.09) 21.4(0.29)
10724 244(5.88) 97.0(1.47) 31.4(0.41)
10892 213(5.75) 78.1(1.48) 34.7(0.67)
MEAN 209(3.99) 91.3(0.98) 27.7(0.54)
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Over all seed traps, the number of cone producing trees increased as 
distance from seed trap increased (Fig. 3.2). This reflected more large trees 
at larger distances from adult trees.
An average of 27.7 cones per tree was produced within 75m of each 
seed trap (Table 3.2). Individual variation in cone production ranged from 1 to 
416 cones per tree. A significant difference in cone production occurred 
among the eight subpopulations (d.f.=7, F=201.22, p<0.0001). The greatest 
number of cones produced within 75m of traps occurred around tree #4655 
(42 cones per tree) whereas fewest cones were produced from traps around 
tree #3433 (15.2 cones) (Table 3.2). Cone production also increased as 
distance from seed traps increased (Fig. 3.2).
MATERNITY ANALYSIS 
Maternity exclusion analysis indicated that over 88% of seeds had at 
least one possible maternal parent within 75m. Overall, the percent of seeds 
with no possible maternal parent decreased as distance from the seed trap 
increased. Over 94% of seeds had no possible maternal parent within 5m; 
57% of seeds had no possible maternal parent within 15m (Fig. 3.3a). No 
possible maternal parent was present within 75m for 12% of seeds (Fig.
3.3a). Among the eight subpopulations, seeds around tree #10892 had the 
greatest percent of seeds with no possible maternal parent within 75m 
(19.4%), whereas, tree #5444 had the lowest percent of seeds with no 
possible maternal parent within 75m (7.4%) (Fig. 3.3b).
2.5 7.5 12.5 17.5 22.5 27.5 32.5 37.5 42.5 47.5 52.5 57.5 62.5 67.5 72.5
DISTANCE (m)
■  c o n e s  D c o n e  TREES
Fig. 3.2. The percent of all cones and all cone-producing trees within 75m of 
seed traps that were in each of 15 distance classes (2.5, 7.5, 12.5, 17.5, 22.5,
27.5, 32.5, 37.5, 42.5, 47.5, 52.5, 57.5, 62.5, 67.5, and 72.5m). Data are 
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Fig. 3.3. The percent of seeds for which no maternal parent could be 
identified within each of eight distance classes (5, 15, 25, 35, 45, 55, 65, and 
75m) among all seed traps (upper) and among eight subpopulations (lower).
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Of the 2341 seeds with possible maternal parents, 198 had only one 
possible maternal parent, and 2143 seeds had multiple possible maternal 
parents. There were, averaging over all seeds, a mean of 20.6, with a range 
of 2 to 64 possible multiple parents per seed. A total of 301 seeds had no 
possible maternal parents within 75m.
A dispersal curve was constructed using seeds with only single possible 
maternal parents within 75m (Fig. 3.4a). Mean dispersal distance of seeds for 
this analysis was 40.6m. The percent of seeds dispersed in a given distance 
increased with increasing distance up to a broad peak from 42.5 to 57.5.
Over 55% of the seeds with parents were dispersed between 2:5 and 42.5m, 
and 45% of seeds were dispersed 42.5 to 72.5m. A decrease in the 
percentage of seeds occurred from 57.5 to 75m. About 3% of the seeds were 
dispersed distances of 72.5m.
For seeds with multiple maternal parents, three different dispersal 
curves were constructed. A minimum dispersal curve was constructed by 
assuming that the closest genetically compatible tree was the maternal parent 
(Fig. 3.4b). In this curve, there was a rapid increase in seed dispersal from
2.5 to 12.5m, a sharp decrease in dispersal from 12.5 to 22.5m and a slow 
decrease from 22.5 to 72.5m (Fig. 3.4b). Mean dispersal distance of seeds 
from the spatially closest maternal parent was 19.8m, the smallest of any of 
the dispersal curves generated in this study. Over 65% of seeds had a 
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Fig. 3.4. The frequency of seeds dispersed from 2.5 to 75m using different 
methods of determining most likely maternal parents. 4a: single maternal 
parents 4b: closest, genetically most likely and most fecund maternal parents.
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A second dispersal curve was generated by assuming that the tree with 
the highest probability of being the mother of each seed was the maternal 
parent (Fig. 3.4b). This analysis indicated a gradual increase in dispersal from
2.5 to 37.5m and a gradual decrease in dispersal from 37.5 to 72.5m (Fig. 
3.4b). Mean dispersal distance of seeds was 37.9m, almost twice that of the 
dispersal distances based on closest possible maternal tree. Over 54% of 
seeds from this analysis were dispersed within 37.5m from putative parents.
A third dispersal curve was constructed in which the most fecund 
genetically compatible tree was assumed to be the parent of each seed (Fig. 
3.4b). In this analysis seed dispersal followed a continual, gradual increase 
from 2.5 to 72.5m with no significant decreases in seed dispersal within 
72.5m (Fig. 3.4b). Over 53% of seeds were distributed within 47.5m of the 
highest cone producing tree and mean dispersal distance was 45.7m.
SEED WING LOADING
A total of 3196 seeds were collected from the 288 seed traps placed 
among eight subpopulations. Mean density was 11.1 seeds per m2 (Table 
3.3), ranging from 1 to 39 seeds per m2 Seed density was significantly 
different among the eight subpopulations (d.f.=7, F=51.50, p<0.0001) with 
highest seed density around tree #10724 and lowest density around tree 
#5444 (Table 3.3).
The overall weights of seeds, which ranged from 0.021 to 0.193g, 
averaged 0.102g (Table 3.3). Mean seed weight varied significantly among 
the eight subpopulations (d.f.=7, F=28.37, p<0.0001). Lightest seeds
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Table 3.3. Mean number, weight, area, terminal velocity (±  s.e.) of seeds that 
landed within 8 subpopulations of longleaf pine {Pinus palustris).
MEAN MEAN MEAN MEAN
SUB­ SEED SEED SEED TERMINAL
POPULATION DENSITY WEIGHT AREA 
(9) (cm )
VELOCITY
(TREE #) (seeds/ m ) (cm/sec)
3087 10.8(0.67) 0.111(0.001) 3.24(0.04) 183.5(1.08)
3335 10.3(0.80) 0.101(0.001) 3.00(0.04) 184.2(1.16)
3433 6.8(0.43) 0.108(0.001) 3.15(0.05) 184.8(1.35)
4655 10.7(0.62) 0.109(0.001) 3.18(0.04) 184.8(1.16)
5444 6.6(0.57) 0.101(0.002) 3.31(0.05) 173.7(1.31)
5885 8.9(0.66) 0.107(0.001) 3.34(0.05) 178.5(1.16)
10724 23.3(1.14) 0.093(0.001) 3.04(0.03) 172.9(1.14)
10892 11.4(0.75) 0.102(0.001) 3.18(0.03) 177.1(1.13)
MEAN 11.1(0.39) 0.102(0.000) 3.15(0.01) 179.0(0.46)
occurred around tree #10724 (mean=0.093) while heaviest seeds occurred 
around tree #3087 (mean=0.111g) (Table 3.3). Mean seed surface area was 
3.15 cm2 and ranged from 0.438 to 6.122 cm2 (Table 3.3). Mean seed areas 
also varied significantly among the eight subpopulations with smallest seeds 
occurring around tree #3335 (3.00cm2) and largest seeds occurring around 
tree #5885 (3.34cm2)(d.f.=7, F = 10.06, p<0.0218) (Table 3.3). Mean seed 
weight was significantly positively correlated with mean seed area (r=0.5186,
p<0.0001).
1/2Overall mean terminal velocity of intact seeds (wing-loading ) was 
calculated as 179cm/sec (Table 3.3). The range among seeds was 85 to 
5 17cm/sec. Terminal velocity of seeds varied significantly among the eight 
subpopulations (d.f. = 7, F = 17.45, p<0.0001). Seeds around tree #3433 had 
the greatest terminal velocity while seeds around tree #10724 had the lowest 
(184.8 and 172.9 respectively) (Table 3.3).
Mean potential dispersal distance of seeds varied by almost an order of 
magnitude depending on tree height and wind velocities during dispersal 
(Table 3.4). Potential dispersal distance was estimated to increase linearly 
with increasing wind speeds. Mean potential dispersal distances were four 
times as great at wind velocities of 7m per second than at 1.75m per second 
regardless of tree height (Table 3.4). Potential dispersal distance also 
increased linearly with increasing average tree height. Potential dispersal 
distances were doubled by doubling tree height.
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Table 3.4. Mean potential dispersal distances of longleaf pine seeds using 
different estimated wind speeds (1.75m sec_i =4mph; 3.5m s e c 1 =8mph 
and 7m sec1 =15 mph).
TREE HEIGHT (m) 
20 30 40
1.75 28.42 42.63 56.84
3.5 56.84 85.25 113.70
7 113.70 170.50 227.40
DISCUSSION
Evidence from this study indicates that long-distance seed dispersal is 
likely for longleaf pine. Seed dispersal curves generated from the maternity 
exclusion analysis and maternity assignment indicate that longleaf pine seeds 
can be dispersed more than 75m away from parents. Over 10% of maternal 
parents of seeds could not be identified within 75m of seed traps, and around 
som e trees, almost 20% of seeds had no maternal parent within 75m. Long­
distance dispersal of seeds also was indicated by the dispersal curve 
generated using seeds for which there was only one possible maternal parent 
within 75m. This dispersal curve, however, most likely represents a biased 
sample from the population. This curve most likely reflects the distribution of 
unique genotypes or alleles in the population. The number of trees with rare 
alleles increases with increasing distance from seed traps. Thus the highest 
frequency of seeds with single parents at distances of 40-60m are likely over­
estimates of mean dispersal distances. Nonetheless, these dispersal 
distances strongly support the concept of long-distance dispersal for a 
sizeable proportion of the seeds produced by adult trees on the Wade Tract.
The potential for long-distance dispersal of longleaf pine seeds is further 
supported by estimations of dispersal distances calculated from terminal 
velocity and rate of descent of seeds. In this study the rate of descent of 
seeds (the rate of fall in still air) was interpolated from Augspurger’s  (1986) 
regression equation calculated for single-winged seeds (autogyros) using the 
estimate of seed terminal velocity obtained from the longleaf pine seed data.
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The estimated mean rate of descent for longleaf pine seeds was 123.2 
cm /sec. This value is lower than previously reported for longleaf pine seeds. 
Siggins (1933) observed a rate of descent of 176.8 cm /sec  for longleaf pine 
seeds. This higher value in descent rate is caused by heavier seeds 
m easured compared to seed weights obtained in this study (m ean=0.12 vs. 
0.11 g respectively).
The use of different criteria for distinguishing the "most likely" maternal 
parent when multiple maternal parents were possible resulted in three very 
different seed dispersal curves. The shapes of predicted dispersal curves 
differed considerably among the three criteria used for maternity assignment 
(Fig. 3.4b). When the nearest possible maternal tree was used to distinguish 
among many possible parents, a highly right-skewed distribution with an 
extended tail was obtained. This distribution arose from a sharp increase in 
dispersal of seeds from 7.5 to 12.5m and a rapid decrease in dispersal from
12.5 to 22.5m from parents. A slow decrease in dispersal from 22.5 to 72.5m 
from parents produced an extensive tail on the dispersal curve. This type of 
dispersal curve has been reported for many wind dispersed species. For 
example, Rabinowitz and Rapp (1981) showed similar distributions for 
dispersal in seven prairie grass species. These distributions were produced 
from a high frequency of seeds distributed near the parent plant and fewer 
seeds found distributed at relatively long distances away from parent plants. 
Additional studies have also described this type of distribution for wind 
dispersed tree species (Buttrick 1914, Isaac 1930, Pomeroy and Korstian
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1949, Boyer 1958, Barrett 1966, Cremer 1966, Mair 1973, Greene and 
Johnson 1989).
In contrast to the minimum dispersal curve above, predicted seed 
dispersal of the genetically most likely possible maternal parent followed a 
very broad curve with the majority of seeds distributed from 7.5 to 62.5m.
This type of distribution curve has been suggested for som e wind dispersed 
tropical trees (Augspurger and Hogan 1983). A third curve, generated by 
assigning seeds to the most fecund possible maternal parent showed seeds 
evenly dispersing at all distances (7.5 to 72.5m), with a gradual increase in 
frequency at further distances from parents. This type of distribution curve 
has not been reported in the literature and probably represents the 
distribution of cone producing trees (compare Figs. 2 and 4b).
In all cases some proportions of seeds were predicted to be dispersed 
more than 75m away from parents. When the closest possible compatible 
maternal tree was assigned as the parent, a low frequency of seeds (0.3%) 
was predicted to be dispersed 72.5m from parents. About 4% of seeds were 
predicted to be dispersed 72.5m when the genetically most likely maternal 
tree was assigned as the parent. Eleven percent of seeds were predicted to 
be dispersed 72.5m when the most fecund maternal tree was assigned as 
the parent.
The three dispersal curves generated in this study most likely describe 
the range of dispersal for longleaf pine. For example, the curve resulting from 
the closest maternal parent to seed traps probably represents minimum
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dispersal for longleaf pine. Dispersal curves produced by single maternal 
parents and most fecund parent probably illustrate maximum dispersal. In 
contrast, the dispersal curve representing the most genetically likely maternal 
parent describes a broad range of dispersal between the minimum and 
maximum dispersal estimates. Thus, the distribution of longleaf pine seeds 
most likely follows a broad range of variable shape extending from 7.5m to 
more than 75m away from maternal parent.
The rate of descent estimated for longleaf pine seeds in this study is low 
relative to seeds of other pines of similar weight. Many studies have shown 
that seed weight and surface area (components of wing-loading) strongly 
affect the terminal velocity and rate of descent of seeds (Cremer 1977, Green 
1980, Augspurger 1986, Augspurger and Franson 1987).The lower rate of 
descent found in longleaf pine may be attributable to a greater wing area and 
lighter seeds. Longleaf pine exhibits the longest wing length (mean = 1.50 
cm) of any pine species in North America (McCune 1988). It also exhibits 
relatively light seeds (mean =0.11 g), given its large wing length, compared to 
other pines. For example, Pinus coulteri exhibits mean wing lengths of 1.2 cm 
and its seeds weigh over three times as much as longleaf pine seeds (mean 
seed  weight = 0.34g). Pines with smaller wing lengths have similar seed 
weights to longleaf pine. For example, Pinus jefferyi has a seed wing length 
of 1.0 cm and weighs from 0.11-0.14g.
Dispersal distances predicted for longleaf pine, obtained from 
estimations of the descent rate and terminal velocities of seeds, were similar
to distances estimated for other wind-dispersed angiosperm trees. In this 
study, a mean distance of 85.25m was estimated given average wind speeds 
of 3.5m per sec and average tree heights of 30m. Similar dispersal distances 
have been reported for tropical hardwoods. Augspurger (1986) showed that 
seeds with terminal velocities ranging from 128.1 to 227.1 cm per sec had 
predicted dispersal distances of 79 to 90m, given similar wind and tree height 
conditions. Guries and Nordheim (1984) reported potential dispersal 
distances of 81.4 to 89.7m for temperate forest species, given estimated 
rates of descent from 117 to 129 cm per sec under average wind speeds of 
3.5m sec and average tree height of 30m.
Results of this study indicate that the predicted dispersal distance of 
longleaf pine seeds is affected by both wind speed and tree height. Seeds 
released from a tree 20m in height under low wind speeds (4mph) are 
predicted to disperse seeds an average of 28m whereas under higher wind 
speeds, seeds are predicted to be dispersed as much as 114m from the 
sam e seed source. Seeds released from a seed source twice as high are 
predicted to disperse 57m under low wind speeds and 227m under higher 
gusts. These latter estimates of potential dispersal distances are more likely 
to represent maximum dispersibility of longleaf pine seeds. Average height of 
cone producing trees on the Wade Tract range from 25 to 40m and wind 
speeds in the canopy are likely to be 10-15mph during seed release (Platt et. 
al. 1988, W.J. Platt, pers. obs.). Under these conditions potential dispersal 
distances of most longleaf pine seeds is 85m or more from seed source.
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The ability of longleaf pine seeds to be dispersed 85m from the seed 
source with maximum distances over 200m, as shown in this study, greatly 
exceeds previously predicted distances. Buttrick (1914), in an early attempt to 
study seed dispersal in longleaf pine, estimated maximum dispersal distances 
for seeds to be 43m (140ft). More recently, Boyer (1958, 1963) found that 
longleaf pine seeds did not disperse more than 90m (4.5 chains) from seed 
sources with over 70% of seeds dispersed within 20m (one chain) of the 
parent seed sources.
Several factors may contribute to the differences in dispersal distances 
observed for longleaf pine. First, all previous authors collected seeds from 
forest walls and clearings. Many studies have shown that wind patterns along 
forest walls and shelter belts are different from patterns within closed stands 
(Caborn 1957, Sharpe and Fields 1982). Downdrafts along forest walls may 
force seeds downward close to forest edges, preventing achievement of 
maximum dispersal distances. Second, forest structure may also affect 
dispersal distances. Boyer (1958, 1963) investigated longleaf pine seed 
dispersal from trees in a 40 to 60 year old second-growth forest. The current 
study looked at seed dispersal from trees of an old-growth forest. There are 
many structural differences among these two forests; however, the main 
difference that affects seed dispersal distances is mean tree height. In the 
second-growth forest, average tree height was 20m, whereas mean tree 
height for cone producing trees of the Wade Tract during the 1987 mast year 
was 30-40m (Platt et al. 1988). Height of seed source has been shown to
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play a significant role in seed dispersal distances. Increasing the height of 
seed source generally increases seed dispersal distance (Isaac 1930, Siggins 
1933, Cremer 1966, 1977, Burrows 1975, Augspurger 1986, Greene and 
Johnson 1989). Thus, seed dispersal distances are likely greater in old- 
growth forests than in second-growth forests based on differences in tree 
height.
In conclusion, this study investigates a new method of differentiating 
overlapping seed shadows within an old-growth stand of longleaf pine forest. 
This study describes seed dispersal using maternity exclusion analysis and 
different criteria for maternity assignment to predict seed dispersal distances 
in longleaf pine. Each criterion used resulted in a different dispersal curve 
based on distances to closest possible maternal parent to a more broadly 
defined maximum dispersal curve based on distances to most fecund 
possible maternal parents. Dispersal curves for longleaf pine seeds probably 
most closely resemble some combination of all curves, indicating a general 
range of dispersal from 7.5 to more than 75m away from maternal parents 
that may vary with tree heights, propagule characteristics and wind speeds 
during the fall dispersal period.
Evidence from both the isozyme and morphological data suggest that 
dispersal distances in the old-growth stand are greater than previously 
reported for longleaf pine. Greater distances found in this study are explained 
by differences in forest structure (i.e. tree height) among old-growth and 
second-growth stands of longleaf pine. Multilocus isozyme markers also offer
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a more accurate prediction of dispersal in natural stands than seed 
collections in clearcut areas or from isolated trees.
Based on these results, it seem s evident that longleaf pine has evolved 
characteristics that enhance dispersal. A large seed wing and relatively light 
seeds are evolutionary adaptations that increase wing loading potential, 
reduce descent rate and increase dispersal distances of seeds. Such 
adaptations that promote widespread distribution of propagules. This not only 
has an impact on the spatial structure, but it also affects gene flow and the 
genetic structure of longleaf pine populations.
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OVERALL CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, this research has investigated the components of 
demographic processes and the life history of juvenile longleaf pines in an 
old-growth population. These studies have primarily focused on factors (i.e., 
seed  dispersal, seedling survival and juvenile establishment), that influence 
the spatial structure observed in longleaf pine. As demonstrated in this 
research, environmental components such as surrounding adult density, 
needle litter accumulation and fire temperature contribute strongly to the 
clumped distributions of juveniles observed in the old-growth population. In 
addition, biological variables such as juvenile size and seed dispersal also 
influence observed spatial patterns.
Results of the first study (Chapter 1) demonstrate that adult longleaf 
pines play a significant role in the location of juvenile establishment. For the 
most part, juveniles have a higher probability of survival in areas where adult 
tree densities are lower. One effect of surrounding adults is longleaf pine 
needle litter accumulation. There were greater amounts of pine needles in 
areas of higher adult density where juvenile size and survival were lower. The 
strong effect of pine needle litter on juveniles was not surprising after fire 
since pine needle litter contributes to fuel loads and fire temperatures. Areas 
of higher needle litter had hotter fire temperatures. What was surprising was 
the strong effect of needles on juveniles before fire. This result suggests that 
additional work is needed to better understand how needles affect longleaf 




Fire strongly affected juvenile survival and strengthened patterns of 
spatial distributions observed before fire. Location was an important 
component of juvenile survival following fire. Higher survival occurred in areas 
of low adult density, low needle density and low fire temperatures. Size of 
juveniles also contributed to survival following fire. Survivors of fire were 
significantly larger than non-survivors. Juvenile size reflected the ability of 
juveniles to recover from fire.
As shown in the second study (Chapter 2), the composition of 
surrounding adults also played a significant role in the establishment and 
spatial structure of juvenile longleaf pine. Both juvenile size and survival were 
significantly affected by the size and proximity of adult neighbors. The 
magnitude of adult effects on juveniles increased with increasing size of 
adults and decreasing distance from juveniles to adults. Juvenile survival was 
greater in areas more than 18 meters from adults, whereas juvenile size was 
greater in areas more than 15 meters from adults. Large-sized adult 
neighbors (more than 30 cm in diameter) significantly affected juvenile 
survival and size. Small adult neighbors only significantly affected juveniles at 
close distances. These effects of the size and distance of adult neighbors 
had a significant effect on the spatial structure of juvenile longleaf pines. 
Juveniles occurred in areas where neighbor effects were minimized and 
tended to be located away from larger trees. Together, the combined results 
of the first two chapters indicated that patch development was initiated as
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early as the first year of growth (and in the absence of fire) in the old-growth 
longleaf pine population.
The third study (Chapter 3) demonstrates the important role seed 
dispersal plays in the spatial structure of the old-growth longleaf pine 
population. Two aspects of this study indicate the ability of longleaf pine 
seeds to be dispersed long distances from parents. First, results of the 
maternity exclusion analysis showed that seeds were widely distributed away 
from maternal parents. Second, the potential dispersal distances estimated 
from the area, weight and terminal velocity of seeds also indicated long 
distance dispersal (on average 85 meters from parents).
The ability of seeds to be dispersed long distances from parents (as 
suggested from the results of this study), affects both the spatial and genetic 
structure of longleaf pine. Widespread distribution of seeds increases the 
probability seeds will be dispersed in areas where effect of surrounding adults 
are minimized, thus supporting the spatial patterns observed. Wide 
distribution of seeds can result in increased gene flow and low genetic 
differentiation in longleaf pine populations.
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